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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to illustrate some 
of the accounting techniques and practices that may be 
employed in the successful accounting for the business opera-
tions involved in operating a chain of super markets. In 
addition, a description of the accounting system of a super 
market chain is presented. 
The significance of the super market chain on the 
American business scene, its record of rapid growth, and the 
expected continuation of its rapid rate of growth all point 
up the belief that the super msrket is here to stay. With 
the size of the stores and the chains expanding, the demands 
on the accountant are becoming greater. For this reason, 
it has been attempted,. through this thesis, to present some 
of the facts that might be considered as fundamental know-
ledge for any person working in the accounting department of 
a super market chain. 
The material submitted is b P. sed largely on research 
in published materials and personal cognizance of the account-
ing system of Supreme Ma·rkets, Inc., a chain of super markets 
with a very successful record of operation and growth. 
A prima facie conclusion might be that no books 
hP.ve been written on the subject of accounting for super mar-
ket chains. It is not the contention of the writer that no 
published books on accounting come close to the subject, for 
many do include information pertaining to accounting systems 
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for food stores end chain stores in general. Some of these 
arG: 
Gre er, HOward c., Chain Store Accounting. 
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1924. 
La.ws, J.A., Jr., "Accounting for Chain 
Stores'', (In: Handbook of Accounting Methods. 
ed. 2, by ~.K. Lasser, ed.), New York, 
D. Vsn Nostrand Company, Inc., 1954. 
Frequent reference is made to these books through-
out the text of the thesis. 
The various chapters deal with the many phases of 
the accounting process. Each chapter contains some of the 
fundamental principles to be considered in developing a par-
ticular phase of the accounting system followed by a descrip-
tion of the methods employed by Supremo Markets, Inc. relative 
to that certain operation or phase. Any comparisons or analy-
ses that may be drawn will be left enti r ely to the reader. 
The reader is advised that any figures or amounts 
used in illustrating accounting papers, reports, etc. are 
solely for the purpose of illustration and ha.ve no beari ng 
on or reference to actual financial figures of Supreme Mar-
kets, Inc. 
Inc. and: 
Acknowledgements are extended to Supreme Mnrkets, 
Paul J. Cifrino, General Manager 
J. J. Sullivan, Jr., Controller 
Mrs. Florence Tortorella, Bookkeeper 
Sincere thanks is extended for their willingness 
to lena time, effort, and information thereby making this 
project possible. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE SUPER MARKET CHAIN 
A. Definition 
It would be a difficult task to develop a suitable 
definition for the super market as we know it tad ey. The 
variations in the scope of business from one to another are 
so many that to find one definition to fit all super markets 
would be relatively impossible. One author. ~' has described the 
super market as ''a departmentalized retail store usually hand-
ling a va.riety of merchandise and in which the sale of food, 
much of which is on a self-service basis, plays a me. jor role. "-r.-
No doubt the term "super market" has a somewhat dif-
ferent meaning to different people. Some might consider any 
store a super market which employs the self-service method of 
selling and the use of check-out counters and carts or baskets 
in which to carry the items the customers select. Others may 
consider a store a super market only when it has a parking lot 
and other conveniences they consider essential for quick and 
easy shopping. An owner may call his store a super market and 
display a sign stating so and may not have any of the features 
previously mentioned. One group considers no store a super 
market unless it has gross sales that average at least $20,000 
a week.** 
.-.nJt p. 112 
**lt:S 
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We can readily see thfl. t no one definition can include 
all the stores that might be c alle d super markets. It is 
quite possible that most people would agree that a super mar-
ket is a retail store engaged in selling food items including 
groc er ies , me a t s , produce and dairy foods in nddition to some 
or all of the following: bakery goods 1 cooked foods, die tetic 
foods, drugs and cosmetics, housewares, beer, wines , various 
items of clothing, fountain or lunch service, stationery , 
magr:.zine s, toys, books (usually children's), hardware, garden 
supplies , gr ee ting cards , appliances, a utomobile supplies, 
and flowers and plants. 
Many super markets rent space to var~ous conces s i ons 
that operate -wJi thin the store . These may include such things 
as lunch counter~ and fountains, specialty food counters such 
as Chinese f oods, bakery counte rs , tobacco produc ts counte rs, 
drug departments a nd various others. 
The super market chain can be described best ns a 
group of super markets hoving central ownership and centr-al 
man gement. The stores are usually 3like in most respects. 
They often have the same floor plans and product arrange~ent, 
s imila r over-all exterior de sign snd i de ntifying signs. One 
\vri ter de scribes the chain as h ,..,ving four or more stores.* 
The number of stores may be insignificant fro~ a defini tion 
po i nt of view but when the de tails of accounting, buying, and 
performi ng of other operational tasks is considered, the num-
ber of stores in the chain becomes significant. 
*13, p.l72 
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B. History and Development 
It would be difficul t to say just whei•e the firs t 
supe1' me.rke t \-lent into operation. Perhaps there were s toi"e s 
O!)ere t i :::;.g tha t could hnve b een considered super !11Arke ts be-
fore the term of " super market" came i nto com..mo n u s a ge . 
I t. is claimed that a self-service store which gai ned 
immediate publi c a cce ptance was starte d in Memphis, Tennesse e 
some 40 year~ Hgo . ·:!- This is believed by some to hAve been the 
first super market . Othe r s follo wed in v a r i ous other places 
\>Jith simil ar type s tores . Not a gt' eat deal i s known about 
super markets in the ir earlier years of growth and populari ty. 
The self-service sys tem and cash basis s y o t em of sell-
ing as use d by the grocery cha ins has made it po s sible for them 
to offe r merchenclse for lower prices than were before possible. 
The c hains h ove sought to elimin~ te the tnr>eo big sourcA s of 
lo ss : 
1. Spoilage of perishable goods. 
2. Delivery expenses . 
3. Bad debts of customers • ** 
The number of super marke ts in the United States has 
grown f rom 6,175 in 1q4o to 20,537 in 1955. The inc rAase in 
sales 1.n the same peri od wa s from 2 billion t o 20 billion 380 
million . Sales for individual stores hev~ gone up by about 
210 per cent. ->HHr I n 1955, 141 new super markets were opened 
*21 
-;}~ . p . 253 
***21 
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by 71 companies. This is an average of almost two new store s 
per company. The cost of opening the se stores was from 
$250,000 to $400,000 per store.* 
In 1956 all super market chains showed an increase 
in sales varying from 2.7 per cent to 35.5 per cent•** 
c. Future of the Super Market 
The super market can attribute some of its success 
to the increasing suburban population. It has been stated: 
"The super market and the suburb were made for each other. 11 -lf-** 
The suburban family, whose main mode of transportation is the 
automobile, finds it very convenient to drive to the super mar-
ket where they find free parking. The super market sells a 
wide enough variety of goods to eliminate some further stops at 
various stores. About twenty per cent of the nation's popula-
tion live in the suburbs and the percentage continues to 
increase•**** It is predicted that by 1967 annual sales of 
super markets will be $40 billion. This is equal to the in-
crease which took place from 1947 to 1956. Based on this pre• 
diction, it is expected that about 10,000 new super markets 
will be built by 1967•***** Considering these predictions that 
super markets will continue to increase in number and in sales 
in years to come, they would suggest that all phases and 
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operations of tho supe r market and supe r marke t chain will be 
subject to scrutiny to determine how the enterpri se c an func-
tion more efficiently and more profitably, The accounting 
systems with the informa tion they provide and the functions 
they demand and depend on may be subject to gradual change and 
improvement, 
D, Supreme Markets, Inc, 
Supreme Markets, Inc, is a chain of super markets 
wi th n record of very successful operation and growth, The 
chain consists of six super markets located in the Greater Bo a-
ton area of Massachusetts with the main office in Dorchester, 
Massachusetts a 
Supreme is a family-owned corporation operated by 
three Cifrino brothers, Paul, John and James, The enterprise 
was started in Dorchester, Massachusetts in 1q35 by the father 
and an uncle of the three brothers, It was started as a self-
service meat market and was considered to be the larges t mar-
ket of its kind in the world at that timee 
Supreme Markets \>Jas incorporated in 1q 35 and is a 
close corporation, At the pre sent time three of the six stores 
are included in the original corpora tion, The other three 
stores are individual corporate entities, Three liquor stores 
and one beer and wine store are operated as one corporation, 
The real estate holdings of Supreme are a corporation apart 
f rom the merchandising operations. 
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The individual markets are modern and attractive. 
Each has a perking area la.rge enough to acco1'Tliilodate a la.rge 
nu~ber of cars. The interiors are well lighted and music is 
played on a public address system for the customers to enjoy. 
Many conveniences and free services are available to the cus-
tomers. 
A complete line of food items is sold by Supreme in 
addition to product~ in the following categories: store-baked 
goods, fresh and artifical flowers and plants, greeting cards, 
toys, housewares, a limited line of tools that most households 
require, drug and cosmetic items, stationery, dietetic foods, 
a limited line of ~rdware items and garden supplies, soft 
goods, and apparel. Not all of the above mentioned items are 
sold by all the stores. One store has a Chinese foods conce s-
sion and toba.cco and cigar concession opera ted by independent 
concerns. 
Each super market ru1s a small office that is operated 
by one person. This office is responsible for the handling of 
all daily receipts, trays for the cashiers, deposits made to 
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the bank, and petty cash disbursements. Time cards, time sheets, 
distribution of the payroll, and otmr details incidental to 
the handling of store personnel are also performed by the indi-
vidual office. 
All record keeping pertaining to the over-all busi• 
ness operations of the indiyidual stores is fully assumed and 
accomplished by the central accounting offices of Supreme 
Markets. It is their accounting system which will be de s c~ibed 
at le ngth in an a ttemp t to illustrate to the reader how one 
supe r marke t c hain handles the many details of accurately ac-
counting for the op~rations of many store s. It should be 
realized tha t thi s supe r market chain has six sep~rate stores , 
thus , their particulAr accounting system might never prove ade-
qua te for an organization with a much l a rger number of loca-
t io ns. Also, it might prove too elaborate for an organization 
wi th one or t wo stores. It is the belief of the writer that 
each organization must develop an accounting system that will 
bAst fulfi ll their parti cular need s . No system can be touteo 
a s "the system" for all super marketa and super market chains . 
Thro~ghout thA remainder of this thesis an attempt wi ll be made 
to s how some of the recommended procedures and sy stems for 
s uper mRrket chains and their accounting functions. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
A, Need for Adequs te System 
The accounting system of the modern grocery re-
tailer must be designed for accuracy, efficiency and versa~ 
tili ty. The "on-the-ouff" method of accounting used by small 
sto res for receipts, purchases and expenditures cannot begin 
to meet the needs of a larger enterprise, 
Most super market organizations had thoir beginning 
as very small operations and no doubt used very simple methods 
of accounting for their financial transactions. As growth and 
expansion occurred, the need for more detailed and thorough 
systems of accounting was brought about by many factors such 
as: the buying from many suppliers rather than from one or 
two wholesalers, greater difficulty in knowing the financial 
position of the enterprise because of the increased complexity 
of business operations, the need to know the exact profits, 
expenses, e tc, for the purpose of tax reporting, the ne ed for 
better merchandise control that comes with the carrying of 
l arger inventories, and the need for protection against theft 
and fraud that arises from larger stores, more customers and 
more employees, 
B, Complexities of Super Market Accounting 
The super market type operation ha s brought about 
further complexity in business operations. Products are not 
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all bought from food and grocery uppliers os before. Metchan-
dise is purcha sed from ma.ny other sources. Drug and cosmetic 
supplie r s, soft go ods age nts, greeting cerd and stationery 
dealers, ga.rdening suppliers and hardwsre jobbers and a multi-
tude of other distinct line representatives Hre pa tro nized for 
the purpose of offering the super market customers a wide var-
iety of goods. 
This type oper·a tion requires more depertme ntal:l za tion 
than the oPdinary food stores generally use. It also melees 
t he accounting function more complex. More suppliers mea.ns 
more invoices, more purchases to record, and more di scounts 
to figure. The work involved in paying the invoices and ac-
count ing for t.he disbursements is increased. Msrk-ups are 
different 011 the various lines demanding diff erentiation in 
pla cing inventory values. 
Concessions in the store call for some sort of treat-
ment accounting-wise. Their handling on the books of account 
will depend entirely on their contractual arrangement with the 
management. A concession that collects its own cash would in 
most cases keep its own books of account and pay the super 
market an establif'<hed rental fee or a royalty on its net sales 
or net profit. The income from the concession would be en-
tered on the super market 1 s books as other inconte, or if they 
have a large number of concessions they may want moi'e specie.l-
ized treatment such e. s a separate account for concessions in-
come. Depreciation of the building and other overhead may be 
a.pport~cned on e.n appropriate basis a.nd che.rtied r.ge. i . st t.lw 
receipts from the concessions if it i s dec1med p r actical by 
the man!"lgement, in .e ter1 ini ng net income frorn t he co nee ssions. 
If the co nee s sion does not keep :l ts own accounts, 
a re cord nust be kept of its snl es . Trds can be acc omplishe d 
by the attaching of a price ticket or tape to the conce ssion 
p urchase . When the super market cashier rings up the conces-
sion merchandise t-Ji th the other puPciu:l ses of the c ustomer , he 
can remove the ticke t and in this way retf'lin a record o f the 
conco ssio. s ales. The liJay in whi c h the profit is fi gured 6l l1d 
divided betueen the concession and the market depends entirely 
on the original agreement between the two . 
c. Purpo se of t he Accounting Sys tem 
In order to devise a n acco unt ing nystem thnt will 
best ser,:e the needs of me.na.gement , it is necessary to ask the 
questi on 11 " \olhat needs t o be known?" That is indeed a big 
ques tlon. Diffe1 .. ont e xecutives wlll \-.s ant t o know di-fferent 
thingn . It h! s been stated that "The pril'la.ry function of nn 
a c counti ng system for a c hain sto re unde rtaking is to provide 
t ho information that Hill make lntelligent direction of the 
enterprise po~sible . "~t- flno the r o. uthori ty states : "The ac-
counting procedures consist of an orderly method of r ecoroing 
the initial story of external trans actions and internAl opera-
tions and of analyzing , clarifying , and summarlzing such data 
*4, p. 5 
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f or managerial and protective purposes."·:. 
Whoever is responsible for the direction of the busl-
ness, be it one person or dozens, will want to know at certain 
interval s so~e of the following: f i nancial position of com-
pany w th re spec t to their liquid a ssets end current liabili-
ties, purchases , sales, merchandise inventory, long te~ debt 
position, tax liability and profit and loss. 
The accounting sys tem should be geared to supply the 
above mentioned facts. In short, it should at least fill the 
functions of internal check, profit and loss summary and bal-
ance shee t and should serve as a source of statistical infor-
11 
mation. Accounts should be set up to record revenue from sales, 
cost of goods sold, expenses and prof! ts and losses. *·:} 
One author ha s stated thst it should be made sure 
the sys tern: 
"Gives the fi gure results clearly, 
quickly, and with full explana tions 
of what has occurred by daily, weekly, 
monthly, and annual reports of facts -
stiiftly, continuously and a ccurately. 
Permits quick compa rison of accom-
plishments wi th prior year's figures. 
Quickly red flags all variations from 
the ratios and standards we set up to 
be essential for profits. 
Is designed to deter employee frauds, 
wastes, errors, and spoilage. 
Permi t s prompt filing or accurate 
reports and tax returns reqQtred by 
government. 
Is s et up to help develop an efficient 
sales policy. 
Helps the purchasing, controlling stock, 
finding the best markets for profits and 
steering the promotion and selling efforts."~· 
D. Books of Account 
The books needed by most chains for accurate and 
efficient a ccounting i ncl ude: 
1. General Ledger 
(Contains asset, liability and pro-
pria torship ncco unts. De signed to 
carry details of sales, cost of 
goods sold, expenses, profit and 
loss, etc.) 
2. Journals 
A. Cash Receipts Bo9k 
B. Cash Disbursements Book or 
check register 
c. Voucher record or Purchases 
Journal 
D. General Journal~~ 
The books of account for a chain operation require 
a system whereby the transactions of each store are kept se-
parately. This can be qccomplished by having each ledger or 
journal contain separate columns to identify ea.ch s~ore. The 
example of a General Ledger page shown in Figure I illustrates 
how the transactions of each store can be kept separate yet 
kept in one book for convenience. For chains with a large 
number of stores, it would be impractical to attempt to keep 
*8, P• 3 
**4, p. 11 
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ledger accounts for all the stores in one book. The books 
could be arranged to accomodate six to eight stores in eac h . 
The other books of account can be arranged with the 
same i dea ln mind . 
Date Explanation 
''X" STORES, INC • 
General Ledger 
Deb .ts 
v Store #1 Store #2 Store 1. 3 
FIGURE I. PAGE FROM GENERAL LEDGER 
(Debit Side) 
Store ~ 4 
Many advantagea can accrue from having the books 
organized in the way previously mentioned rather than having 
a separate set of books for each store. Entries can be made 
with a minimum of changing books t hus allowing each person to 
accomplish more in the time spent . Comparisons are easily 
drawn between stores when analysis of any sort is desired. 
Summarizing for fiscal reports can be accomplished with less 
effort. 
Many different arrangements of the ledger are pos -
sible, depending on the size and needs of the chain. The use 
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of subsidiary records can reduce the size and complexity of the 
ledger by a great deal. 
E. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
1. Books of Account 
The accounting system of Supreme Markets, Inc. is 
designed to give the essential financial information for a 
fully enlightened management and relative ease of auditing. 
The established system also h . a the accountant in mind, there-
fore unnecessary record keeping and auxiliary functions of the 
accounting department are kept at a minimum. 
The books of account in use are: Cash Receipts 
Journal, Cash Disbw~sements Journal, Purchases Journal, Ex-
penses Journal and a General Ledgel'• 
The books are designe d with the idea of conducting 
the most efficient accounting system possible and yet re-
taining accuracy ~nd completeness. The journal and ledger 
pages are divided into separate columns f'or each store thus 
providing the most efficient way for the financial transactions 
of the separate stores to l"etain their identity. 
a. Cash Receipts Journal 
All cash receipts, re gardless of their soux•ce are 
ente red in the Cash Receipts Journal. Each entry is identi-
fie d as to the source of the receipt and is entered in the 
proper column according to the store .in which it was received. 
The sources of cash receipts are mainly: sales, minus sales 
returns and allowances and promotional and coupon allowances 
from companies whose pl"Oducts are sold in Supreme Markets, Inc. 
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b. Cash Disbursements Journal 
All cash disbursements, regardless of amount or 
to whom payment is made, are handled through the Cash Dis-
bursements Journal. As in the Cash Receipts Journal, each 
disbursement is identified with the store incurring the pay-
ment. Small disbursements are handled through a petty cash 
fund provided to each store which is replenished each week. 
Sundry expenses is charged and cash is credited for the amount 
of the replenishment. 'rhis method 1 which is employed by most 
businesses, saves the e f fort and expense involved in entering 
small disbursements that are endless in number. 
All cash disbursements, other than petty cash, are 
mad e by check. Approximately four hundred checks are issued 
each week for purchases of goods bought for resale and approxi-
mately fifty are issued each week for expense items. A check 
regis ter is used for the purpose of compiling a Purchases Book 
and an Expense Book, thus eliminating the need for an Accounts 
Payable Ledger. The total amount of the checks written ~s 
shown on the check register is recorded in the Cash Disburse-
ments Journal. 
The difference between the totals in the Cash Re-
ceipts Journal and the Cesh Disburseme nts Journal should show 
the amount of cash on hand and i n the bank. 
c. General Ledger 
15 
The General Ledger is de s i gned in such a way as to 
cause the least amount of effort in handling and making entries. 
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Each p~ge bas a column for each individual store to allow for 
the identification of the separate transactions. 
The arrangement of the General Ledger accounts is as 
follo ws: 
ASSETS: 
Cash (Change and bank accounts) 
Accounts qeceivable 
Inventories 
Office equipment 
Automotive equipment 
LIABILITIES: 
Notes Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Social Security Payable 
Wi thholding Taxes Payable 
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS: 
Capital Stock 
Pr eferred 
Common 
EAR~rED SURPLUS 
PROF IT AND LOSS GENERAL ACCOUNTS: 
Cash Sales (less refunds) 
Credit Sales 
Miscellaneous Income 
Cash Di scounts 
Expressage 
Storage 
Inventory Adjustments 
Advertising 
Maintenance 
Plant and equipment# 
Store fixtures and equip-
ment 
5 year fixtures 
10 year fixtures 
l .S year fixtures 
Prepaid expenses: 
Auto registrations 
Insurance 
Accrued Liabilities 
Accrued Payroll 
Accrued Taxes Payable 
State and F'edersl 
Payroll Taxes 
Blue Cross-Blue Shi eld 
Payable 
Payroll 
Outside Payroll 
Emplo yees' Payroll 
Officers• Salaries 
Social Security Taxes 
Federal Unemployme nt Taxes 
State Unemployment Taxes 
Union Welfare and Pension 
Fu.."ld 
#All are shown less allowances for dp~eciation. 
PROFIT AND LOSS GENERAL ACCOUNTS: 
Wrapping 
Utilities 
(Cont.) 
Cash Handling Expenses 
Variations 
Bad Cheeks a nd Accounts 
Bank Charges 
Transportation 
Depreciation 
General and Miscellaneous 
Expenses 
Insurance 
Miscellaneous income includes the income from con-
cessions and the income received from redeeming promotional 
coupons of various soap and other companies. This account has 
also been used to handle the charges collected for the c a shing 
of checks. .At the present time customers are not charged for 
this service. This account also includes income from vending 
machines, interest, payments for promotional advertising and 
receipts for delivery charges. The General and Miscellaneous 
Expenses account inolud.es interest, professional services, 
rent and contributions and donations. 
A system has been established to help identify the 
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various charges in each account . For example, in the Supplies 
Expense Account a notation will be made in the reference column 
to designate the type of supplies used. .One of the following 
will be used when the entry is made: 
Sl Miscellaneous 
S2 Forms and Paper 
S3 Janitor 
s4 IJaundry 
S5 Marking 
S6 Stapling 
SlO Manufacturing 
The same system is used in each account with its 
own letter and numeral designators . This syste~ allows for 
quick identification and association when a summary or report 
is desired. 
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CHAPTER III 
RECEIVING AND SHIPPING 
A. Intra-Company Shipping and Receiving 
Retail chain organizations have long been known for 
their central buying systems. Through buying in large lots 
and having shipments made to one place rather than many, eco-
nomy in purch~sing can be brought about. Most super market 
chains use this sort of arrangement. A system such as this 
presupposes t~o things: 
1. That the super market chain has ware-
house space in some quarter. 
2. That ready t .ransportation is avail-
able to the chain at all times. 
Most super market chains have their own warehouse 
and trucking systems. Very often the ~arehouse and trucking 
arrangement is considered a separate enterp.rise in itself. 
The arrangement ~ill vary greatly from one chain to another. 
The size and complexity of the warehouse operation and the 
trucking facilities will vary with the number of stores in 
the chain and with the geographical distances betwe en the 
stores and the warehouse. 
Shipments of goods to the various stores must be 
accurately accounted for in order to determine the purchases 
with which to charge e a ch store. Various systems of account-
ing for the transfers can be devised: 
1. A tabulation kept at the ~arehouse and 
submitted periodically to the central 
accounting office detailing the ship-
ments to each store. 
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2. An order submitted to the -v:arehouse by 
the store receiving the shipment. The 
filled order with the i teros checked off 
submitted to the accounting department. 
)., A detailed receiving slip prepared by 
the store receiving the shipment be 
submitted to the accounting department. 
The shipping and receiving activities carried on by 
the chain should be conducted and accounted for in a me.nner 
that will allow for the quickest e.nd easiest handling of the 
goods and the a.ccompanying paper work. Yet, it should be car-
ried out in a way that would prevent misstatement of amounts 
shipped or received thus eliminating the possibility of pilfer-
age on the part of the shipping clerk, driver, or receiving 
clerk. To accomplish this, numbers one e.nd three of the sys-
tems suggested above would be inadequate. 
The company should have its own invoicing sys tern. 
devised with the utmost care to insure ease of preparing, ,ease 
of understanding and relative impossibility of altering. 
Perhaps the best system of invoicing would have its 
origin in the ordering department of the store receiving the 
shipment. Standa!•d order forms could be supplied to each 
store. The orders could ,be filled out with several copies to 
facilitate the best record keeping. The ordering store could 
retain one copy and send the others to the warehouse. The 
warehouse would fill the order indicating in some way on the 
order blank the items supplied. The original copy would be 
delivered to the accounting office on completion of the order 
leaving a third copy to be delivered to the ordering unit by 
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the trucker.. This sys t ern would call for a mi nimum of paper 
work yet would provide for accurate a nd complete shipping and 
rece i ving records. 
B. Inter-store Transfers 
Very often one store in a chain will be asked to 
ship a quantity of merchandise to another. This usually oc-
curs whe n the supply of certain goods a t the warehouse hss be-
come temporarily depleted and one or more stores have need of 
that certain co~~odity. Or, a transfer can be affected when 
one store is over-stocked with a product that is not selling 
in that particular area and other stores agree to take part 
of the excess stock. 
A standard inter-store transfer slip would satis-
factorily facilitate such a transaction. The shipping store 
would fill out the transfer slip listing the goods to be trans-
ferred. Their name and location number would be placed in the 
space for the ehlpping store and the receiving store's name 
and number placed in its appropriate place. At least three 
copies would be advisable. One each for the shipper and re-
ceiver and one for the accounting office. The receiver's 
copy would serve a s the shipping bill f or the driver and the 
invoice for the receiving store's records. 
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·. 
n X" STORES, INC. 
Merc handise Transfer Slip 
Originating Store 
Receiving Store 
Date 19-
Quantity Descrip tion Unit Amount Shipped Price 
1. 
2. 
J.;._"' . ._..._._., lo.., __ - ~---~.._...·~-- ................... - . ._... .... ~ ....... - !ooo..~ ..lroo.. ~..;._--.:. ~--~~~~ . ...:':-\....~ ~:: :..~-~ "~~~ .;;~ ..... -~ 22:-~-------- ·--- ----- ----r-- ---r-----~ 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
Authorized by: Received by: 
FIGURE II. STAriDA~ T~NSFER FORM 
The value assigned to the shipped goods would~ in 
mo s t instances, be de termined by the centrAl a.ccounting offi ce 
and the amounts entered on the transfer slip by them. 
c. Re ceiving from Outsid e Suppliers 
Most shipments received by a s uper market chain are 
del ivered to their central wareho use. The except ions are: 
1. Goods delivered to the individual s to res 
very frequently, such as daily deliveries 
of milk, produce , news publications, fresh 
flowers gnd other merchandise that can be 
advantageously purchased locally. 
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2 o Good s purchased by the centi'al buyer for 
delivery to individual stores. 
Receiving procedures for all shipments fro~ outside 
suppliers should be ca refully devised and executed. The re-
ceiving clerk should not sign for any shipment that is not 
equal to the amount shown on the accompanying carrier's bill 
of lading. Any shortage should be noted on the carrier's bill 
of 1 ading and on the receiving slip. Receiving slips should 
be submitted at least daily to the e.coounting department where 
they can be matched with purchase orders and invoices. 
Notification of some sort should be given the mer-
chandising or stock control department of the arrival of the 
goods. 
D. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
1. Wa r ehousing and Trucking 
The warehousing and trucking facilities of Supreme 
r-rarkets, Inc. e.re not organized as a separate enterprise as 
they are in some of the larger chains. 
The Supreme Market wgre house is a part of the stor-
age space and stock room of one of the stores. The merchan-
dise in the warehouse is considered es part of the merchandise 
inventory of the store providing the spac~. All shipments of 
goods received for general chain dissemination are first 
charged to the merchandise inventory of the warehouse store. 
The trucks and equipment necessary for the handling 
of the goods are carried ns o.soets of the chain. and the cost 
of their operation is apportioned to the various individ ual 
s tores. 
Transfers of merchandise from one store to another 
are accounted for by the use of a standard transfer slip. 
Each store has its own color transfer slip, thus it can be 
determined at n glance which store originated the shipment. 
The names of both the shipping and the receiving stores are en-
te red in their appropriate places on the ol1p. 
The store shipping the goods being transferred is 
a ppropriately credited in their merchandise inventory account 
and tho receiving store's merchandise inventory account is 
charged with the like amount. 
2. Receiving Operations 
On all shipments received at any store, a receiving 
ticket is f i lled out for the use of the ~ccounting office. 
Any shortage s are noted by the receiving clerk in 
fil l ing out the ticket. Accurate and efficient -count in re-
ceiving operations is encourage d at all times whether the ship-
ments are from outside sources or if they are inter-store 
transfers of merchandise. 
CHAPTER IV 
ACCOUNTING FOR INVENTORIES 
A. Nee.d for Inventory Valuation 
In the process of accounting for an organization, 
it is necessary to determine the profit or lo ss at various 
intervals. To accomplish this in a merchandising organization, 
it is necessary to calculate the cost of goods sold. 
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One of the main problems of any merchandising organi-
zation, whether wholesale or retail, is the controlling of and 
accounting for merchandise. It can be said that the chief pro-
blem of grocery chains is that of merchandise control - the 
measure of goods bought and sold.* Records of sales, kept in 
detail, where the items in stock and in sales are so numerous, 
as in the supermarket, would indeed take a great deal of work 
and time on the parts of the stock keepers and the cashiers, 
the r eby rendering such a system impractical. To meet the needs 
of a super market, then, some sort of inventory system must be 
used that will make it possible to a ccount for the cost of goods 
sold with some degree of accuracy and with a minimum of effort 
and involved record keeping. 
B. Methods of Inventory Evaluation 
The various systems of merchandise control methods 
usually fall into one of the following categories: 
*4, p. 253 
1. Periodical physical inventory. 
2. De tailed perpetual inventory. 
3. Modi f ication of number 2: Perpetual 
inventory carried in totals but with-
out detail as to items making up the 
stock. Carried at retail prices.* 
1. Periodical Physics.l Inventory 
The periodical physical invento~y can be considered 
as a process or as a system. As a process it is me rely the 
mechanics of counting the merchandise. This is undertaken 
periodically by every business regardless of what system they 
use in accounting for inventories. It is commonly called 
" taking inventory". 
The periodical physical inventory as a system im-
plies an entirely different thing. The merchandise is counted 
as stated above. A value is placed on the merchandise and 
that value is used to determine th~ cost of goods sold in the 
following manner: the physical inventory value at the begin-
ning of the period is added to the cost of all pu~cheses made 
during the period. From the sum of the two the new physical 
inventory figure is deducted. The difference is considered to 
be the cost of the goods that have be~n sold during the period. 
For the physical inventory system to be used accu-
rately, it is necessary to know the cost of each item. To 
know the cost of each item it is necessary to be able to 
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identify individual items or cer t a in lots o~ items that were 
purchased at various prices. Thi s i s pos ible when the items 
a r e of such a nature that tru~ough reference to purchase in-
vo ices or record s costs can be r eadily assigned to ·the various 
items. Ho ~oie ver, in a business where merchandise moves with 
re lative fluidity and has a rapi d turnover rate and where it 
is impractical to keep detailed stock records, the physical 
inventory system could hardly be used with any de gree of suc-
ce ~J s or accuracy. This is certainly ~he situation of the 
l arge re tai l grocer. It would be indeed cumbersome to conduct 
such a system when the super market operation is intended to 
cut operating co s ts and pass the savings on to its customers 
through lowe r prices. 
One evident disadvantage of the physical inventory 
system is in difficulty in detecting stock shortages. The 
fi gure determined by subtracting the ending inventory from the 
total of the beginning inventory and the purchases is assumed 
to have been sold. Actually, some of it may heve been pilfer-
red or misple.ced by employees or· others. 
2. Detailed Perpetual Inventory 
The mechanics of this system are implied to a cer-
tain degree by the wo r>d "de tailed". Under this system a con-
stant record is kept of allttems received in stock and all 
that are sold; thus, a continuous summary of all inventory 
items in stock is maintained. 
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The perpetual inve n t ory sys t em can be adapted best 
to conce rns whe re it is po s sible a nd practical to incur the 
t ime and expe n se requi r ed of t he system. Retail organizations 
that would o r dinarily find this s ystem beneficial and conven-
ient to maintain are tho se who sell items that are easily iden-
tified. Among these would be gun shops, appliance dealers, 
shoe s to r es, jewelr:y s tore s and many othH's too numerous to 
ment io n . 
Manufacture r s very often use perpetual inventory 
sys t ems for their i nventories of raw materials, work in pro-
ce s s,· a s sembly pa rt s a nd f1.nished goods. Not only doe s it 
gi ve them a sound basis for valuation but it provides a way 
to protect themselves against having their supplies of raw 
mate r i als and production parts run low or become deple ted. 
A r e taile r, whole sale r, or manufactu~er using the 
perpe tua l inventory pla n sboQld h eve physical counts made of 
the unlts on hand and should verify the physical count with 
t he inventory account bs.lance at least once a year. Under 
some conditions it might be advisable to verify the inventory 
mo r e frequently. It will depend largely on the nature of the 
good s and their :r:-ate of turnover • .;~o Any discrepancies between 
the account balance and the physical count should be recog-
nized. lt would be naive to expect the two to balance out 
excep t under very unusual circumstances. Losses from spoil-
age, bl~eakage, theft and other causes often occur. It is even 
*1, p. 216 
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possible to make errors in counting the items in the inven-
tory. 
A profit and loss account can be used to bring the 
book inventory into agreement with the physical inventory. 
"An inventory adjustment account is de-
bited and the book inventory is credited 
when the actual inventory is found to be 
less than the book figure; the inventory 
adJustment account is credited and the 
book inventory is debited when the actual 
inventory exceeds the book figure~ The 
inventory adjustment account balance is 
closed along with other profit and loss 
accounts at the end of the period.n* 
). Modification of the Perpetual Inventory System 
For large scale retailers in the grocery and dry 
goods fields, where it would be impractical as well as almost 
impossible to maintain a perpetual inventory, another alter-
native must be used. The physical inventory system would not 
be practical because of the difficulty in determining the cost 
of each item after it hAs bee n placed on the shelf for sale. 
It ha s become the practice of the large scale re-
tailers to carry their stock at retail prices on a perpetual 
basis but wi thout t he de tails of the merchandise of which 
their inventory is composed. 
The retail inventory method has come into wide use 
since World War I, especially in the department store field. 
*7, P• 216 
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nwhat this expression literally and im-
mediately connotes, of course, is a 
procedure for inventory valua tion which 
takes as its initial starting point the 
retail, or selling price, value of mer-
chandise rather than its cost price, under 
which the physical inventory itself is 
e.ctually counted only a.t selling price 
and not at cost, and which finally ar-
rives at a cost valuation entirely on 
the basis of average relationships of 
retail and cost figures over the peri od.* 
To determine the cost of goods sold for the period, 
the inventory at retail is reduced by the percentage of the 
gross margin or ttmarkon". This will give the merchandise in-
ventory fi gure on the basis of cost. The resultant figure 
subtracted from the sum of the be@nning inventory at cost and 
the purchases for the period at cost will give the cost of 
goods sold for the period. 
In some retail establishments, it may not be de-
sired to reduce the merchandise inventory figure to a cost 
basis. The cost of goods sold can be determined by reducing 
the net sales by the percentage of markup. In order to verify 
the fi gur e, the ending inventory deducted from the sum of the 
be ginning inventory plus the purchases, all at retail value, 
will give the amount of goods removed from stock during the 
period. The figure should agree, to a reasonable extent, with 
the net sales figure. 
The super market chain may find it a dvantageous to 
reduce the merchandise inventory to a cost basi s in figuring 
*10, p. 4 
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the cost of goods sold. Large quantities of goods in un-
broken lots and from recent shipments make it feasible and 
relatively easy to determine a cost fi gure for them. Also, 
meats, fish and produce Rre usually inventoried at cost and 
issued to other stores at cost. It would be much more practi-
cal to reduce the inventory on the shelves to a cost basis 
than to temporarily assign retail prices to the warehouse in-
ventory and the meat, fish and produce inventories. 
"In the applicAtion of the retail method 
to the dry stocks of the .retail stores 
in a chain, a problem substantially dif-
ferent (in degree, at least) from that 
faced by department stores is created by 
the combination of three facts: (1) the 
wide divergence of markon rates, (2) the 
substantial variation in speed of mer-
chandise flow, and (3) the absence of any 
sufficiently detailed merchandise break-
down in the retail stores by which the 
effects of the preceding factors might be 
mitigated."* 
It is indeed difficult to establish an accurate 
average markon percentage. It can easily be seen that often 
the low markon items ere the fast moving items such as cigar-
ettes, sugar and fresh dairy products; thus, the low markon 
i terns never constitute a 1 arge portion of the to tal inventory. 
However, over a period . of years the overstating of the mer-
chandise inventory values, even though by a small percentage, 
could mount up to a large figure with the end result of over-
stating the profits. 
-lt-10, P• 129 
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Various systems have been devised end used to attempt 
to compensate for the va.riations in markon rates. One chain 
uses a system of broad merchandise clAssifications and assigns 
an average merkon percentage for each group. The merchandise 
groups within the grocery department were: 
1. Groceries (including bakery goods, and 
dairy products other than butter) 
2. Tea 
3. Coffee 4. Canned milk 
5. Sugar 
6. Flour 
7. Soap 
8. Butter 
9. Eggs 
10. Candy 
11. Tobacco 
The 11 groups are kept separate in the total mer-
chandise inventory, and each group's invento~y is given in a 
total dollar amount without other identification. To figure 
the cost, the markon percentage of each specific group is 
applied. No attempt is made to identify the groups in the 
sales of the store other than According to the three regular 
departments, i.e., meats, produce and groceries.* 
Another chain computes an over-all average markon 
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percentage on the goods leaving the warehouse for the indivi-
dual stores in the chain and calls it a "leaving gross percen-
tage". This percentage is used to reduce the store inventories 
to cost when the cost of goods sold is to be determined. Test 
inventories ere conducted and both r etail and cost values are 
assigned to them to determine the accuracy of the markon e.ver-
age•** 
*10, p. 133 
**10, p. 135 
Many variations of the retail method are to be 
found in the numerous food chain orga.nizations. The trend 
is to¥1ard worl< simplification, therefore elabora te systems 
of c a. lcula t1ng markon averages are at a minimum.'iz. 
Considering the ret~il method ~ s a whole, with its 
disadvantages, it can be said that it does offer some very 
distinct advantages : 
"1. Estimated interim inventories may be ob-
tained without a physical count. 
2. Where a physical inventory is actually 
taken for periodic statement purposes, 
it rnay be taken at retail and then con-
verted to cost without reference to 
individual costs and invoices, thus 
saving considerable time and expense. 
3. A check is affo r ded on the movements 
of merchanoise, since a physical count 
of tho inventory at retail should com-
pare closely with the inventory as 
calculated at retail."** 
In order for the retail inventory method to work 
successfully, an nccurate record of price changes and the 
goods affectad by them must be kept. Complete cooperation 
between tho head office ~3 nd the retail store rr.anagers is 
necesnary. Before the change goes into effect, the managers 
should make certain that the count of the various items af-
fecteo is forwarded to the head office. Both additional mark-
ups and mnrk-do\Jns should be carefully "' ccounted for.'.:·** 
*10, p. 136 
*'"'7, p. 271 
~~~!-, p. 98 
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c. Methods of Accounting for Inventories 
To the layman, the cost of the goods tha.t are sold 
i n a s tore i s mere ly whateve r t he wholesale r ha s charged f or 
t he goods . To t he a ccountant And the man~ geme nt, it ie ne t 
qui t e so simple. The a s s i gning of co ~ ts to the rr~vement of 
good s can he c ome a ver y i nvolve d ma t t er. As it wa s mentioned 
i n previous pa ssage s , whe r e spe cific identifica tion of costs 
with good B is pos s ible t he problem is not so comple x ; however, 
whe !.'e the n~. ture of t he co!'lmod i tie shandled defies co s t i denti-
fication on a physical unit basis other cost flow procedures 
mns t he wo r ked out.i~ 
The Most widely used me thods for che r ging cost to 
r eve nue are (1) fi r st-in, firs t -out (fi.t'o), (2) ave r age , and 
( 3) l Ast-in, fi rs t-out (l i fo) •** The se methods and othe r s 
wi l l be expl ained i n the fol l owing pe r agr aphs. 
1. First- i n, First-out Method 
The applica tion of this me thod implies that costs 
s hould be charged in the same sequence in which they we re in-
curred. This does not me an to infer that the merchandise they 
repre sent has moved in the same ord er. In fact, ' the merchan-
di se may have moved in an entirely different order. This and 
other systems of cost applications are compl e tely divorced 
from the physical flow of the goo ds they represent. The first-
in, first-out me thod me ans that inventories ~re accounted for 
*1, p. 2 23 
·~7' p . 224 
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in terms o.f the most recent cost s . ·rhe following can be used 
as an illustration of this method: 
Ending Inventory, July 31 300 i t erns valued at: $ ., 38o 
Detai l s : 
July 1 
5 
11 
20 
Beginning 
Pur>chase s 
Purchases 
Purchases 
Inventory ; 400 
6oo 
300 
200 
lSOO 
items 
items 
items 
items 
@ $1.00 $ 400 
@ 1.10 660 
@ 1. ~0 360 
@ 1.30 260 
$Ib8'0 
Sales during the period: 1200 items 
Remaining quantities 
co ns isting of: 
July 11 Purchases 
20 Purchases 
Totals 
300 
100 
200 
300 
items 
i tams @ '·1.20 
items @ 1.30 
$120 
260 
UBO 
According to this schedule, the operations for the 
six months period would be charged with coats of $1300 
( $1680- $380). 
2. Average Me thod 
The use of the average method is based on the 
assumption that charges should be made on the goods on the 
basis of an average co s t of the total uni ts purchased.~} 
When the ave r age metho d i s used, ordinarily the 
costs of units is sued are not r ecorded until the end of the 
period. At tha t time, the costs of purchased goods can be 
ave r a ge d in order to obtain the cost with whi ch to charge t he 
issued goo ds . In many businesses, this trJould be highly 1m-
practical Rnd inconvenient. In order to allow for greater con-
venience in charging out items, a modification of the average 
'*7, p. 224 
method can be used. Under the moving average system, the cal-
c ul ation of the average cost of goods is done after the receipt 
of eRch shipment of merchandise . 
The following is an illustration of the a verage meth-
o d using t he same purchases and sales as in the illustration 
o f th~ fifo me thod: 
End i ng Inventory, July 31 300 items @ 1.12 $ 336 
Details: 
July 1 
5 
11 
20 
Beginning 
Purch~ses 
Purcheses 
Purchf-'1 se s 
Totals 
Inventory 400 
6oo 
300 
200 
.. r;'OO 
items 
items 
items 
i terns 
Av erage cost = $1680 ~ $1.12 per item 
© $1.00 $ 400 
@ 1.10 660 
@ 1.20 360 
@ 1.30 260 
$Ib'BO 
Sales during the period 
Ending Inventory: 300 items at ~t-1.12 • $ 336 1. · .. ·· 
According to the schedule, the total costs charged 
out during the period were $1344 ( $1680- $ 336). 
3. Last-in, First-out Method 
The use of the last-in, first-out method assumes the 
last costs incurred to be the first charged out. Unde r this 
as s umption it mus t al so be realize d that the co s ts of the 
fi r st goods recorded will be kept on the books indefinitely 
until the total amount of goods charged out becomes great 
enough to include tho se charges first recorded. Therefore, 
under this sy stem the ending inventories are always stated in 
terms of the earlieut costs.* 
*1, p. 226 
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Uglng the seme amounts of purcha ses and sqle s as in 
the ~revious two illustrations, the following is an illustra-
tion of the lqst-in, ficost-out me thod: 
End i ng Inventory, July 31 
Details: 
July 1 3eginning Inventory 
5 Purchqses 
11 Purchases 
20 Put>chases 
Totals 
Sales during the pePiod: 
Remaining quantity 
consisting of: 
300 items @ $1.00 $ 300 
.:: ·~gg items @ $1.00 $ ~00 items @ 1.10 60 
300 items @ 1.20 360 
200 items @ 1.30 260 
-~0 $TI>BO 
1200 items 
300 items 
300 items @ $1.00 300 
According to the schedule, the total costs changed 
against mercha ndise issued during the period were $1380 
{ .ito '"8 "" ) ·~lo 0 - ij;i 300 • 
4. Simple Average of Costs Procedure 
Goods can be valued at a simple average of all the 
costs for the period without regard to the amounts purchased 
a t each cost. Under a system such as this, where the weight 
factors are disregarded entirely, considerable misrepresents-
tion of costs can occur. 
5. Cost of Latest Purchase Method 
In some instances .inventories are assi gned a value 
by obtaining a physical count and applying the cost of the 
most recent purchase . This system has its merits under con-
di tiona where the goods move throu.gh the organize tion at a 
fairly rapid rate, thus, making the cost of latest purchase 
evaluation fairly accurate . Also, if the cost of the product 
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i s very stable over long pe~iods of time, this system could be 
used \-1i thout flerious cost distortion. 
6. Base stock method 
"This method Assumes that R minimum stock is 
the ~equirement of the business ; cu~rc nt 
purchases are means of sati sfying current 
sale fl requirementR qno he ncE7 their COR t is 
properly Applicable to re venues. The 
miniml!Tl or no~nal inventory is consir~ered 
~s P permAnent element to be valued at a 
constant f ig-ure, frequently the lClwe s t cost 
expe~iences for the stock. At the end of 
·t;he period, the quantity of goods on hqnd 
is determi ned. The base stock quantity is 
valued at the original b . se cost; an emount 
in ~xcess of the bQse stock quantity is re-
gerded qs a temporary inventory Rccrotion 
and is priced at current replacement cost; 
a s hortage ln the baRe s tock quantity is 
viewed As an amount temporarily borrowed 
to meet sales requirements, the bor rowing 
to be charged to sales at current replace-
ment value in view of the cost to be in-
curred in restoring the inventory defi-
ciency."* 
The over-all effect of using the base stock meth-
od is very similar to that of us i ng the 1~ st-in, first-.out 
method un~er which it is ~ ssumed that each sAle is made from 
the most recently received commodity. 
1. Evaluation at Lower of Cost or M~rket 
The method of evaluating inventories at lower of 
cost or ma:-ket is "a conservative measure in support or the 
doctrine that the accountant sho\ud anticipate no profits 
but should provide for all losses."** 
*1, p. 232 
**1, p. 246 
The system is often criticized because it allows 
for decre ases in the market v alue of goods but does not allow 
for incre ases when the mRrket value rises above the co s t. 
Under this system, over a period of t i me misrepresentation of 
profits can evolve. 
D. The Lifo Concept in Super Market Accounting 
In the grocery field, from which the modern day s uper 
market h~ s evolved, the stock handling and rota ting rule has 
always been to use the oldest stock first. This sys tem is an 
exact parallel to the accounting concept of first-in, first-
out. To the 1 yman, it would seenthe natural thing to account 
for merchandise in the same manner in which it moves. But, 
this is easier said than done. In a super market, or any re-
tail store handling a very large number of items, it would be 
relatively impossible to determine the actual flow of goods. 
The case of butter received today may be comple tely sold long 
before the case of ca.ke flour received l P. st week. From this 
we can see that no system of accounti ng can be thought of a s 
a parallel to the movement of the merchandise. 
It was shown previously in thi s chapter the e ffect 
on the ending inventoryof the Lifo (lAst-in, first-out) method 
of accounting for inventories. The ending inventories al-
ways consist of the charges that were first made to the inven-
tory account. The Lifo method affects more than just the in-
ventory account. It hs s its effect on the ·income statement as 
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well. In a period of rising prices, the Lifo method will show 
the ending inventory with the lowest charges thus the cost of 
goods sold will consist of the highest charges of the period. 
The net profit will then be low thus decreasing the liability 
for taxes. The opposite is true when prices are declining. 
The inventory account will reta i n the highest charges of the 
period; the end result being the showing of the highest pos-
sible profit. 
The argument is often advanced that the IJifo method 
reports profits in their truest picture. Their reasoning b e -
hind this argument is tha t a business man is selling the goods 
currently, therefore, the costs of the goods he sells should 
be considered to be his most current costs. The inventory he 
h~ s on hand should be considered only as an amount of goods 
he should have in his store to kee? his doors open for busi-
ness. This argument closely parallels the base stock concept 
as mentiaDd previously in this chapter. The writer will not 
attempt to support or refute any claims for or against the 
Lifo concept but will attempt to show how the Lifo me thod can 
be applied to the super market tY?e of operation. 
The super m8rket, because of the number and vA riety 
of items in their stock, is prevented from "basing the Lifo 
method on a count of physical units, which p~eviously had been 
the sole accepted bAsis for the application of t he Lifo method 
in other fields."* The ncollar value" procedure has come into 
*10, p. 307 
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use in order to provide a basis for the Lifo application. 
The "dollar value" procedure is a method "of employing price 
indexes to convert dollar inventories to a base from which 
increases or decreases can be measured, end then valuing the 
annual increments through application of the appropriate in-
dex. "* 
The grocery chains in the early 1940's had not 
taken up the Lifo method. When the Lifo method began to find 
acceptance in the grocery field, it was used only on warehouse 
stocks and manufacturing inventories because of the difficulty 
in applying Lifo on a unit basis to the general stock of mer-
chandise. The stocks were not usually grouped in merchandise 
categories other than dry groceries, meats, and produce. 
Hence, the stores tha. t \-Jere using the Lifo method at all were 
using it only on their warehouse and manufacturing inventories 
and we re valuing their retail store inventories on the lowe r 
of cost or mrrket basis. 
One grocery chain devised a. system of cl~ ssifying 
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the warehouse inventory into 27 broad commodity groups. A 
value was given them on a dollar basis. The total dollars of 
cost in a given classification at the end of the year we re 
compared with "the total dollars of cost which this s ame mer-
chandise would have represented at the beginning-of-year 
prices, thus arriving at a company index of price change for 
each classification."** Retail store inventories were included 
*10, p. 307 
~J-10, p. 308 
on an aggregate dollar basis. A composite index of the 27 
different indices composed on the warehouse stocks was applied 
to the retail store inventories in order to determine their 
relative price change.* 
Other syntems of applying Lifo to the general mer-
chandise inventory of the grocery chains h~ve been devised, 
many of them invoking the displeasure of the Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue. 
E. Inventory Taking Procedures 
There are many ways in which the counting of the 
merchandise in stock can be undertaken. The systems and pro-
cedures used should all lead to one goal -- a reasonably 
accurate evaluation of the merchandise on hand. 
The inventory counting should be undertaken at the 
close of the last business day in the fiscal period in order 
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to have the physical inventory and the book inventory in agree-
ment as far as the time factor is concerned. 
In a super mBrket, where merchandise is displayed, 
stacked, and arranged in every conceivable place, it is 
necessary to have the mechanics of the undertaking system-
atically planned and executed. The old adage "many hands make 
work light" can easily become "many clerks make inventories 
inaccurate" if the procedures are not well planned and 
*10 For a complete description of the application of the 
dollar value basis see pp. 311-18. 
supervised. 
It is desirable to have ~ s many people as possible 
to help in the work or counting and recording. The ~ost time-
consuming part of the . job is the actual counting. For this 
re a son, it is best to heve most of the available help counting 
the items in the various bins, racks, cAses and displays. The 
over-all procedure should be something like tha following: 
Total a 
1. Merchandise on all displays counted 
and a tag placed on each product with 
the total number of that product. 
Items that are all the same price even 
though not alike ln charact~r can bo 
tagged with only one tag if 1 t is more 
convenient for the counter. 
2. Recorders with summary sheets can re-
-cord the number of each item in a way 
that it can be easily multiplied by 
the retail price of the item. The 
summary sheet can be printed so as to 
facilitate rapid recording of the 
counted merchandise. The prices can 
be arranged horizontally across the 
top of the sheet with colQrnns below 
in which to record the number of items 
in each price category. (See Figure III.) 
INVENTORY SUMMARY SHEET 
1 2 3 6 7 8 C) 10 11 12 
FIGURE III. INVENTORY SUMMARY SHEET 
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3. The extensions of the number of the items 
times the retail price of each item can 
be done by mechanical means after the 
counting and recording is completed. 
The above-mentioned system is not proposed as the 
best system for every concern. Each market is different, 
therefore, the needs of each must be met by its managers. It 
is to their advantage to devise the quickest and most accu-
rate system possible. 
Many chain store organizations use an inventory 
team thereby eliminating the need for the employees of each 
store to assist in an "all out'• effort. "The experienced in-
ventory team will usually do a better job than the more inex-
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perienced personnel who do it only once every quarter or less."* 
The inventory team usually uses the summary sheet 
method with one or two 11 ca.llers" and one recorder. They will 
go to the store to be inventoried early in the day of the last 
business day of the fiscal period. By the time the business 
hours of the store are over, the entire stock room can be in-
ventoried so that the team can begin counting the merchandise 
on display. Usually the callers will size up the displays 
making mental calculations and call off to the recorder the 
price of the item and the number of items at that price. This 
circumvents the extra time and effort normally required in 
the tagging process. 
*4, p. 66 
F. Problems of Inventory Taking 
In achieving a reasonably accurate count of the mer-
chandise, it is necessary to deal with some problems and avoid 
some pitfalls in the counting procedures. 
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When the stock room of a store is inventoried be-
fore the business hours of the store are over, it is necessary 
to make sure that no merchandise is taken from the stock room 
to the selling floor after it hP.s been counted. This would re-
sult in a double counting and a subsequent overstating of the 
inventory value. If it is necessary to take any merchandise 
from the stock room to fill up the displays, the inventory re-
cords should be adjusted to allow for it. 
Other common errors are the r e cording of merchandise 
received and in the warehouse but for whi ch no invoice hq s 
been received; including goods th t have been sold but not yet 
delivered to the purch~ sers, excluding goods purcha.sed and 
their invoices recorded but the goods not yet hqving been re-
ceived , and the exclusion of goods in out-of-the-way places 
such as window displays. 
G. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
1. Method of Inventory Evaluation 
Supreme Merkets, Inc. employs the retail method of 
accounting for and evaluating their merchandise inventories. 
As related to the assigning of costs, the first-in, first-out 
method is used primarily. 
All m@.rke ts in the chain are inventoried at retail 
selling price. Both the shelf inventory and stock room in-
ventory of each market are inventoried at retail. The in-
ventory of the central warehouse is t aken a t cost. 
Inventories nre taken every th~ee months in each 
market. Meats and produce are inventoried at much ~ore fre-
quent intervals than the s tocks of dry groceries. 
Meets and produce are inventoried at a cost of la-
t e st purchase value. The justification for this method is 
based on t \<Jo factors: 
a. 
b. 
The me a t and produce items move through 
the market at such a rapid rate that 
whatever is on band when inventory is 
taken can be assumed to have a coat 
very near the prevailing market price. 
The discrepancies in the assigning of 
cost in this manner would never be large 
enough to warrant the changing to another 
system. 
}1eat and nroduce :tnventorie s are taken 
so frequently that the work involved in 
assigning a ve,lue on a nother basis would 
be too gre~t. 
2. Inventory Procedures 
The manager s of Supreme believe, as do the managers 
of many firms, that the be st system of taking inventory is 
whichever way is the quickest that will still yie ld an eccu-
rate count. 
An inventory team is often used in taking the in-
ventory. Summary sheets are used to record the inventory 
and often an electric calculator is used. In using the 
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calculator, one pe rson or two will a ct as the tt countera" and 
"c'lllers" and one person wi ll ope rate the calcula tor. The 
nu.."!lber of items rnul ti plied by the price will giva the correct 
dollar amount on the machine. The tota l of the a:mo1mts can 
be taken automatically a.t various intervqls. Cou.."lting and 
tagging is done by l.Jha tever clerks are avail F~ble in order to 
assist the inventory team. Displays tha t are massive and those 
that a re of irregularly shaped packages are ve ry time consum-
lng to count. For lnsta nce, a large display of potato chips 
i n cellopha ne b~gs is much more difficult to count than a 
shelf of cRnned pe a s stacke d four deep. By having the cUffi-
cult displays counted and tagged before t hey get to t hem, the 
inventory t e am can s ave a gre 8t deal of time. 
'rhe warehouse i nventory is t nken i n a different 
manner. Printed order forms are use d whereon the descriptions 
of the good s ar e printed. The inventory team fills in the 
amount of e~ch product on hand in the wa r ehouse. These sheets 
:H•e then used to calcula te the warehouse inventory a t cost. 
CHAPTER V 
SAI.ES 
A. Cash System of Selling 
In any business organization that makes or handles 
goods to be sold for a profit, the sales are a very importa.nt 
part of the business fw1ction. The way in which sales are 
handled will depend largely on the type of product being sold. 
The super market usually handles only cash sales. 
The sales are made under conditions where it is advantageous 
to both the customer and the market to consume the minimum 
amount of time in making and recording the sales. Almost 
everyone has been in a super market of some sort and tbBre-
fore they are familiar with the check-out counter system. 
The merchandise is checked by a cashier who adds the prices 
1.(.8 
on a cash register and presents the customer with a totaled 
cash register tape. The customer, upon paying the total amount 
shown on the tape, retains .. the tape as a receipt. 
Perhaps the super market, where sales are strictly 
on a cash basis, enjoys a unique situation. That situation 
being the relative ease with which the sales function is hand-
led. Perhaps no other type of retail store can bo seid to 
have a. parallel situation. The relative ease as mentioned a-
bove is due to several factors: 
1. The customers wait on themselves, in 
this way being their own salesmen. 
2. Sales being m~ de on n c~sh basis o nly, 
relieves the store of the time consum-
ing functions o thor sto t'e s often face; 
such as charge account sales, and time 
payment sales and tho subsequent re-
ceiving of payments and issuing of 
receipts. 
3. The cash registering machines used not 
only add the amount of e ~fch customer's 
purcha se , but they also give en end 
of the day total for e !.) ch d epartr11ent 
for ·Hhich they e re keyed, such as 
groceries, meats, produce end bakery. 
This provides immedi~te and sccurate 
sales information for the accounting 
department. 
~-· The f act that the cRshier m1lst ring 
up each item of mercha.ndlse and total 
it on the c "l sh register discourages 
any misappropri a tion of c a sh. 
B. Fundamental Rules for a Sales System 
In order to insure th.a t the sales functton of the 
super market is properly conducted, it is necessary to set 
up rules or procedures thqt will make the sales system func-
tion smoothly yet preclude or discourage any acts of fraud 
or theft on the part of customers or employees. Some of the 
rulE~ s fb o uld be : 
1. All sales should be recorded accurately 
and promptly. 
2. All remov.lils of merc .handise f .rom the 
store shoul~ be strictly controlled 
both under conditions of sale and mer-
chandise transfer. 
3. "Returns are properly approved and 
systematized to prevent theft, fraud 
and errors."* 
*12, p. 181 
It is impossible to separ a te the operations of mak-
i ng the sales and handling the cash under the check-out system 
employed by super markets. This factor is a weakness as far 
as inte rnal check measures are concerned. However, where arti-
cles a re rung up in the presence of a customer and the cash 
registe r tape is given a s a receipt, the likelihood of ringing 
up incorrect amounts is at a minimum. The ideal system, as 
far as internal check is concerned, would be to have one per-
son ring up the goods on the cash register and another pe .rson 
act as a cashier to collect the total amount shown on the cash 
re gi s ter tape. Such a system would indeed be cumbersome to 
ope rate in a super market. 
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In the super market type of selling procedures, t:b3re 
are two weaknesses as far as handling cash is concerned. The 
first is the over-ring provision, the other is the handling 
of petty cash. 
When the super market cashier is ringing up the 
purchases of a customer, it is possible to make a mistake and 
charge too much on some item or to accidentally charge twice 
for the same item. When this happens, it is necessary to de-
duct the amount charged in excess of the correct amount. This 
is commonly termed an "over-ring". The cashier is usually 
provided with a s lip on which to record the amounts of over-
rings in order to keep the sales, a s totalled on the audit 
slip or the machine, in agreement with the cash in his drawer. 
This makes it very easy for a dishonest cashier to claim 
excessive over-rings and pocket the excess amount. The only 
way to overcome the possibility of fraud by this means is to 
have some person approve the over-ring notations. That per-
son should check the cash register tape given the customer, 
acknowledge the amount of the over-ring and intial the over-
ring slip that is kept in the till. 
When products are sold in returnable containe r s, as 
they are in super marke ts, it is necessary to refund the depo-
sit made by the customer when the product was ptmchased. In 
order to handle these returns in the most expedient way, many 
super markets have a counter where soft drink bottles, milk 
bottles, and other returnable items can be presented and their 
deposit refunded. In such a situation, the person in charge 
of the counter is given a fund of cash from which to make the 
refunds, or it may be handled by having him give the customer 
a receipt for the returns showing the amount of the allowance. 
The amount of the receipt, when presented to the cashier, is 
deducted from the customer's purchases or refunded outright. 
Under either system there is the possibility for the employee 
making the payment to the customer to alter the amounts on 
the slips f o r his own gain. Collusion between the issuer of 
the slips and the cashier would m~ke further theft possible. 
It is up to the individual organizations to devise 
methods to discourage any dishonest practices on the pert of 
those in charge of such funds. 
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In any situation wher e an employee has an opportunity 
to fa.lsify c a sh records, it is advisable to keep close check 
on the records for irregularities if a sound system of inter-
nal check is not possible. It ls often said that the best 
insurance again theft is the hiring of honest people. This 
proposal is certainly sound, yet people who have the best of 
intentions can yield, under certain circumstances, if the 
temptation is too great. The management, therefore, owes it 
to the employees to keep temptations at a mi nimum. 
C. Accounting for Sales 
Perhops the super morket can hove the le ast in-
volved system of accounting for sales of any retail dealer. 
As mentioned previously in the chapter, due to their cash ba-
sis system of selling, they lire not encumbered with accounting 
for charge account sales or installment sales. 
The cash register records the total of each sale 
for each day on an audit strip within the cash register. At 
the close of business hours each dey, the total sales can be 
registered and recorden on the· audit strip tape. The total 
sales are also broken down into the various departments of the 
store which are represented by the department keys on the cash 
register. There are usually four or five department keys on 
the cash register, one of which must be pressed when each item 
is rung up. The cashier is responsible to recognize each item 
as to what department its sale should be credited. 
The total sales, l e ss over-rings, returns and 
allowances, are considered as net sales and shoul d agree with 
the total cash taken in for the day. 
Markets he.ving both a Cash Receipts Journal and a 
Sales Journal will enter the arnounts of sales for e ach day in 
the r espective journals. 
D. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
1. System of Selling 
Supreme Markets, Inc. uses the super market system 
of selling, very much as described in the first part of the 
chapter. 
Each store hQS five to eight check-out stands. 
These stands are mechanized with a movable belt system to pro-
vide for quick check-out with the le est amount of handling of 
merchandise. In each store one check-out counter is oper-
ated for the convenience of customers buying only a few items, 
thereby making it possible for them to avoid waiting while 
l a rger orders of other customers are being checked through. 
To facilitate the return of empty soft drink bottles 
and other returnable items on which customers have paid a 
deposit, a counter for this purpose is set up. The pE!rson in 
charge of receiving the returned items is also in charge of a 
petty cash fund. A cash register is provided and refunds are 
rung up thus providing an audit tape record of total refunds. 
Ttlis system discourages the misappropriation of cash because 
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the customer' can easily see the a.mount of the refund on the 
c a sh r egi s ter'. A fU!'ther check is made through the counting 
of the items on which refunds have been mqde. Further dis-
cussion of this problem is discussed in Chapter VI. 
2. Accounting for Sales 
Sales are calculated through reference to the audit 
tapes from the cash registers. The net sales are considered 
as the gross amount as shown on the tapes less over-rings, 
returns and allowances. Refunds on returnable containers are 
considered as sales returns. 
The gross sales are broken down to departmental to-
tals through use of the key system on the cash registers. The 
departments included are: groceries, meats, produce and bak-
ery. Returns pertaining to each department are deducted to 
determine the net sales for each department. The deducting of 
the sales returns and allowances from the gross sales should 
yield the net sales which, considered with the over-rings, 
should agree with the cash collected. Any differences are 
charged or credited to an account for c a sh over and short. In 
case the difference is excessive an investigation is made. The 
management fully realizes the possibility of a certain amount 
of overages and short ll ges occurring when thousands of cash 
transactions are made each day by many cashiers. 
Cash receipts are recorded in the Cash Receipts 
Journal and are considered as in agreement with net sales. 
Sales records, then, , :r>e base d on tho c 'is h receipts of the 
markets. 
The Cash He ceipts Journal p:t:'ovides -f or the cash re-
c e ived from sales to be debited t o c Rsh and for credits to be 
made to sales a s broken down i nto the various departTnents. 
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CHAPT.l!!R VI 
HANDLING AND .ACCOUNTING FOR CASH 
A. Handling of Cash 
In a super market sales and revenue are the same 
thing. Net sales and cash taken in are of necessity the same 
when sales ere me.de on a cash basis only. The handling of 
sales is quickly translAted into the handling of c a sh. The 
physi~al handling of money is a l ~ rge problem in itself. 
Cash is such a liquid qu~ntity that it is necessary to take 
the utmost precautions planning how it is to be handled.* 
There are basic rules of internal check pertaining 
to the handling of cesh of which every businessman should be 
aware: 
*4, p. 17 
1. It should be impossible for any clerk 
to receive cash without recording sales. 
2. The system of disbursing petty cash 
should preclude the possibility of 
false vouchers or voucher alteration. 
3. The employee ha ndling the cash account 
should not handle c ash. 
4. The employee making up the payroll 
should not do the disbursing of the 
payroll. 
5. Someone other than the C P. shier should 
take deposits to the bank. 
6. Deposit slips should be made out in 
duplicate to prevent forgery a s well 
as to provide bank proof. 
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7. Daily deposits should be made to the 
bank to keep the cash on hand at a 
minimum • .;~ 
Losses in connection with the handling of c as h 
usually fit into four c Ategories: 
1. Customers taking merchandise from the 
store without paying for it. 
2. Misappropriation of the mo11ey on the 
part of the clerk. 
3. Clerical errors, involving mistakes in 
making change and ringing up sales. 
4. Disappearance of cRsh between the cnsh 
register and the bank•** 
The modern day cash register and the. super mArke t 
system of selling have done away with the first three c ate -
gories, As listed ~bove, to a considerable degree. It is too 
much to expect thet they will ever be elimineted entirely be-
cause all three hR.ve to do with the "h'Urllan element". 
Precautions other than internal check are certainly 
necessary in an enterprise such es a super marke t where large 
amounts of money P.re handled. Protection should be provided 
for the safekeeping of money before it can be deposited in 
the bank. Bec R~~e banks almost always close before the stores, 
every business establishment is fAced with the problem of 
keeping cash r eceipts in the store overnight and ov er week-
ends. A s afe should be provided for the keeping of all cash. 
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Adequate protection should be provided all employees 
handling or carrying ca sh. No one should ~e allowed to carry 
a cash deposit to the bank without some sort of protection. 
If possible, an armoured oar service should be used to insure 
the safe transportation of cash either to or from the store. 
The precautions that shou~ld be taken in a super mar-
ket with respect to the hAndling and receiving of cBsh can be 
r8ferred to in Chapte .r V. 
B. Accounting for Cash 
Accounting for cash i nvolves t wo main functions in 
the accounts: the accounting for c ash receipts and disburse-
ments and the accounting for cash in bank accounts. 
In a super market type enterprise, the accounting 
problems for cash receipts and disbursements are at a minimum. 
It is true that a super market must make thousands of small 
cash disbursements each week but when it is done through a 
petty cash fund the wo ·I"k at the accounting level is minor. 
CR.sh receipts for each day for each cash register 
are matched with the audit strip in the mschine. When r econ-
ciled with over-rings and disbursements slips, the audit strip, 
in total, should agree with the cqsh taken in. The total cash 
from all the cash registers, ad jus ted on this b 11 sis, is con-
sidered as the cash receipts for the day. Deposits of naily 
redeipts are usually made in a designated bank with notice of 
the amount deposited forwarded to the accounting office. 
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When handled in this way, it r elieves ths individual stores 
of the resuonsibility of accumulRting large sums of money on 
hand. It also provides the accounting office with an immecJ-
it::~te ·C'ecord of cash re ceipts and cash avail able in the bank. 
Dgposit slips from the bank and the reporting of net sales 
from the atore should be in agreement. When bank deposit no-
tices are received, the amount should be entered in the C~sh 
"Receipts Journal a s a. debit to ca sh. Credits should be made 
to sales for the appropriate stores. 
Patty cash should not be taken out of cash receipts. 
A fund is u ually provided e~;~ ch sto re from whi ch disbursements 
can b e made. The fund is re plenished at specified intervals 
by writing a che ck to the s tore for the fund. Such a trans-
action would be accounted for by a credit to cash a nd debits 
to the approur1 F. te expenses as indico t ed by the petty cash 
vouchers. 
A discussion of petty c as h pra ctices can be refe rred 
to in Chapter V. 
Accounting for ca sh that is in the bank accounts is 
accomplished through the operation of the c~sh Receipts arid 
the Cash Disbursements Books. 
Ca sh rece ip ts can be from sales, advertising allow .. 
ances provi~ed by product manuf octurers, vending mqchines, 
concession rentals, interes t e~rned and numerous other sources. 
All cash received is entered in the cash Receipts Book regard-
l es s of source. 
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Cash disbursements a re tn F.' de for puroh~. s es of mex•chandise 
supplies , petty C8sh replenishment and other expenses includ-
ing payroll. All disbursements, regardlens of their nt~ ture, 
sho uld b e made through the C.'f?,sh Disbursements Book. 
The oesh in the bank is nccounted for, then, through 
maintaining a balance of c~sh receipts ov e r cash disbursements. 
When cash is deposited in ~ore than one bank, it is necessary 
to keep some sort of subsidiary record of the deposits Made 
and the checks drawn on each. Reconciliations should be accu-
rately made for each bani{ statement received. 
The checl{ registel"', which can he considered a.s the 
Cash Disbursements Book, may be arranged in such a way that 
c n.sh disbursements are credited to the bank e.ccounts on whi ch 
they ere drawn. This check register in such a sy stem \vould 
h A-ve columns providAd for ored l ting the various banks. As 
each check is written, the bank on which it is drawn is cre-
dited for the proper amount. Debits nre made to purchPses or 
vouchers payable or to others such as payroll, expenses, sup-
plies or others. A column for crediting dificounts should also 
be provided.* 
When the check register does not provide for the 
balance of each bank a ocount to be s}'\..own, p.recautions should 
be taken to provide e way for the C fl sh disbursements clerk 
to be aware of the limits to whl ch checks can be drawn on e~, ch 
bank. 
it4, pp. 151-2 
c. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
1. Handling of Cash 
The manager of each market of Supreme Markets, Inc. 
is ultimately responsible for the handling of all cash on 
hand for the purpose of making change and disbursing petty 
cash q s well as all cash received through sales. Supreme ha s 
no central cash handling function. Each market must make its 
own bank deposits of receipts. 
A petty cash fund is provided each store out of 
which all petty cash disbursements must be made. A check is 
issued each \-.leek to replenish this fund. Coin for the pur-
pose of making change is drawn from the bank account on a 
borrowing basis. The amounts borrowed are accounted for and 
are replaced :: along with the cash receipts from sales. 
Each store submits weekly statements of cash sales, 
bank deposits and petty cash disbursements. 
2. Internal Check 
All cash received, other than through petty cash 
fund replenishments, is handled by the cashiers. It is neces-
sary for the sake of internal check to reduce to a minimum 
the possibility of misappropriation of the cash being received. 
As previously mentioned,the cash register and the audit strip 
in the cash register do away with a large percentage of the 
pos s ibility of misappropri a tion of cash. The only ways left 
for the cashier to take c ash for his own use are: 
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a. Delibera toly "short-change" the cua tomers 
(if he can get by with it). 
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b. Take advantage of the ove r-ring provision. 
There is no way in which Supreme Markets, or any 
other enterprise, can prevent the possibility of a cashier 
"short-changing" customers. The fact that most people can 
count their change will discourage such .a prRctice by any 
cashier. 
If a cashier W C~ s allowed to record the occurrence 
of over-rings with no restriction or need of approval, it 
would make it possible for him to record amounts in e xcess of 
the true amount. To do away with this possibility, Supreme 
requires any cashier making an over-ring to have it approved 
and si gned for by the he ad cashier. The head cashier takes 
cognizance of the circumstances surr ounding the over~ring in 
order to acknowledge the amount of adjustment needed. An 
over-ring slip is filled out with the correct amount and signed 
by the head cashier. 
The petty cash disbursing function of the various 
markets is important with respect to internal check. As men-
tioned in Chapter V, most petty c esh disbursements made by 
Supreme are for the refunding of deposits on soft drink bot-
tles. To require a voucher slip to be mllde out for each c us-
tomer's bottle return would be both cumbersome and inconven-
iencing to customer and clerk alike. For this reason, a more 
expedient system is employed. The system is used with three 
variations as far as internal check is concerned. The three 
systems will be explained in de tail. 
1. A counter is provided for the purpose of 
receiving the bottles. A cash register and a fund of cash 
is provided from which to make the refunds. The amount of 
each refund is rung up on the cash register in the presence 
of the customer and an appropri P. te amount of cash is paid. The 
total amount of refunds as shown on the audit strip from the 
cash register m~t agree at the end of the day with the total 
number of bottles collected. It must also agree with the re-
maining amount of petty cash. 
2. This system is operated in identical fashion 
to that of system number (1) except for the counting of the 
bottles. Rather than counting the bottles for which refunds 
have been made, n graph type chart is prepared showing the 
total amount refunded each day for bottles. The amounts show 
great consistency from week from week. It is believed that any 
inconsistencies due to dishonesty would be easily recognized. 
3. The third system is bP. sed on the use of a cash 
register also. The person receiving the bottles ring s up the 
total amount due the customer and gives the customer the t ape 
from the cash r e gister. When the tape is presented to the 
cashier, the amount shown on the tape is refunded. There is 
one disadvantage to this system: the person re ceiving the 
refund has to go thr ough t wo s epar ~ te pr ocedures to get his 
money. The one advantage i s that the "bottle man" does not 
have to handle or be responsible for ca sh. 
3. Accounting for r.ash 
The cash records of Supreme include a Cash Receipts 
Book and a check register (Cash Disbursements Book). 
All cash received, regardless of its sources, is 
entered in the Cash Receipts Book. Cash is debited and cre-
dits are made to sales {according to stores) or to other in-
come. Other sources of income include receipts from vending 
machines, soap coupon redemption, interest earned, advertising 
promotion allowances, and concession rentals. 
A subsidiary record is maintained for the purpose 
of identifying the v rious bank accounts. Deposi ts of sales 
receipts by the stores are entered in the appropriAte bank 
columns. Checks written on the various banks are deducted 
from the appropriate columns at the close of the day or on the 
completion of the check writing. 
The check register serves ae the Cash Payments Book. 
Approximately 400 checks per week are written for purchases 
and 50 are \-lri tten for expense items. Because of the llrge 
volume of checks being issued, a mechanized check register 
system is used. The machine records on a l arge removable 
sheet the amount of the check being issued and the purch8se 
discount re ceived. Separate sheets a.re used for the paying 
of expense items. By retaining the sepf.lr!'!.te purchase sheets 
and expense sheets , a separate purch.ase book and expense book 
are compiled. This sye tem provides a neat e.nd concise record 
of invo ice numbers paid , names of payees, amount of each check, 
discount taken, and the dates of the checks. 
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CHAPTER VII 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
A. Definition and Origin 
When any business organization receives a service 
or a tangible commodity, for which payment will be mAde at 
a future time, they have incurred a business debt, or as com-
monly termed, an account payable. In a super market chain 
accounts payable are the result of purchases of merchandise 
and services performed for the benefit of the markets. 
B. Handling of Accounts Payable 
Before the general procedures for the handling of 
accounts payable are presented, the complete process through 
which accounts payable come into existence will be explained. 
The accounts payable can be recognized as representing two 
broad categories: expenses, and purchases. 
1. Expenses are incurred in something like the 
following manner: 
a. A need for a ce r tain item or service is 
~ecognized by the management. 
b. Authorization is made for some concern 
or person to supply the needed item or 
service. 
c. The bill or invoice is presented for pay-
ment. Expenses are usually incurred for 
insurnnce, repairs, supplies, advertising, 
utilities, and innumerable other things. 
2. PurchRses are usually made through a sequence 
of a.ctions some thing like the following: 
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a. Recogni tio'n, on the part of the buyer, 
of the need for merchandise. 
b. Purchnse order made and delivered to the 
supplier. 
c. Hecei pt of the goods and the submitting 
of the receiving ticket to the accounting 
departrne nt. 
d. Receipt of the purchase invoice from the 
supplier. ->!-
There is no cert in formula for• the handling of eo-
counts payable thAt will work best for every super market 
chain. Each company must decide what sort of system they 
should use in order to handle accounts payRble in the most 
efficient way. Some of the main principles to be considered 
in ha ndling accounts payable are as ~ollows: 
1. It shoul~ be ascertained that value is received 
for all obligations paid. 
2. The amount paid in liquidating an obligAtion 
should not be any more than the contractual 
amount, after adjusting for trade end cash 
discounts and returns and allowances. 
3. The proper Accounts must be charged and cre-
dited for all debts assumed and paid. 
4. The system should entail the minimum of 
clerical activities, yet, it should provide 
for Accuracy and efficiency. 
5. Res-;:>onsibility of hnndling the invoices .and 
forms end making payments should be fixed on 
certain responsible individuals.** 
c. Processing of Invoices 
Invoices received for goods purchAsed by the chain 
should bP- matchen with their corresponding purchase orders 
*11, p. 606 
-:HHl, p. 604 
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and receiving tickets. Verifice.t ion of prices between the 
purchase order and the invoice should be cnrried out. Exten-
sions of quantity times price should be checked, and quanti-
ties on the receiving tic.ket and invoice should be checked 
for agreement. When all three foMms a~e found to be in agree-
ment they constitute a purchs se voucher or an approved amount 
pa.y Ahle. 
Many of the expense items must be handled differently. 
Some expense bills may be supported by some sort of certificate 
of contractual agreement such as a repairs estimAte, a rental 
or lee.se contract , a contract for profes sionals ervices, a nd 
many o thers. Other expenses of a recurring nature such as 
util i tiAs, taxes, and others are not suppo rted by contractual 
documents. These bills should all be reviewed by some pe rson 
who is familiar with agreements or contPactual arrangements 
where they apply. Approval of these bills serves to convert 
them into vouchers. 
There are some expenses that occur whi ch may not 
be cove red by invoices. These ltems include the pnyroll and 
the taxes relating to it, a nd other expensBs. The compgny 
sr~uld provide for some sort of forms to be used for the p ur-
po.s e of processing such expense items. In the C8 se of the 
payroll, a payro 11 voucher s heet b l1 sed on tirne CfH'd s or tir.1e 
t..~.cke ts s hould he suhmi tted by the ;J:9 yrc ll clerk or whoeve:o:-
i s r esponsible. -:r 
*11, pp. 607-8 
All vouchers, whether for purchases or expense 
items, should be presented to the cash disbursements clerk as 
soon as payment is authorized. The prompt payment of all 
vouchers lessens the possibility of discounts being lost 
through the lapse of the time allowed. 
A discussion of the mechanics of paying the vou-
chers is presented in Chapter VI. 
D. Accounting Treatment 
Through the use of the voucher system of paying ex-
isting debts, the need for an ACcounts Payable Ledger is done 
a.way with. In a super mr.> rket chain, where a l a rge number of 
suppliers end services are p~tronized, the number of invoices 
and expense statements is very gre nt. Only through ve r y care-
ful control and planning can they be paid within their cont-
ractual periods, and, preferably, within the period allowed 
for receiving the cash discount. 
In order to insure systematic handling, a voucher 
register would provide a continuing record of all vouchers 
approved for payment and all that. h 1:1 ve been paid • '~t- Col um.ns 
can easily be provided for the dates by which discounts must 
be taken and when the net amount is due. 
The ge neral ledger P. ccount for accounts payable, 
when the voucher sys tem is in use, will be merely a control 
*11, p. 608 
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account showing a periodic balance of the total unpaid vou-
chers. 
E. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
Supr eme Markets uses the voucher system of hand-
ling accounts payqble. 
An avere.ge of around 450 pAyments a re made each 
week for merchandise and services received. Purchases of 
goods for the purpose of resale account for about 400 of the 
pay~ents, the remaining number being ma de fo r. the receipt of 
supplies end other expense items. 
1. Processing of Invoices 
Invoices received at Supreme's office are pro-
cessed in the following manner: 
a. Invoices Are opened by a clerk who checks 
the date of the postmark with reference to 
the discount; per i od on each. This is to 
insure against loss of discounts through 
neglect on the part of the supplier to 
mail invoices promptly. 
b. Invoices are checked by the buyer to see 
if unit price s " e in agreement wi th the 
prices on the purchase order. 
c. The clerk checks all price extensions end 
checks the invoices for any other errors. 
Relatively few errors are found. 
d. The invoices, with their corresponding 
purcha se orders, are matched with re-
ceiving tickets from the warehouse. Any 
discrepancies are noted a.nd the invoices 
adjusted accordingly. 
e. The me tched documents ~.re submitted to 
the controller. His approval for their 
payment gives them a voucher status where-
upon they are eligible for payment. 
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All vouchers are carefully controlled to insure 
their payment before expiration of the discount period. 
2. Treatment of Expense Items 
All expense items are treated primarily in the same 
manner as the purchase invoices except, where the nature of 
the expense and its manner of billing require different 
treatment. 
Invoices representing purchases of supplies are 
checked in the same manner as purchase invoices concerning 
discount periods, mathematical verifica tions, egreement with 
purchase ord ers and m~tching with receiv i ng tickets. 
Expense items that are not the result of the pur-
chase of tangible goods are processed by means of the respec-
tive evidences of existing obligation. For instance, the 
payroll is vouchered through the use of a payroll sheet pre-
pared from time c P. rds, and utility bills are approved as 
vouchers through inspection by the designated authority. All 
expense items, regardless of irigin, are translated into vou-
chers to be paid as such. 
). Accounting Treatment of Accounts Payable 
All a ccounts payable are paid through the use of 
the check register. A schedule of vouchers to be pa.id, and 
their pertaini ng dates of discount periods, is kept for the 
purpose of efficient control of the vouchers payable. 
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At the end of each accounting period, the total of 
the unpaid vouchers is entered in the Accounts Payable Con-
trolli ng Account in the General Led ger. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
EXPENSES 
A. Changing Expense Picture 
The treatment and control of expenses plays a very 
impo rtant part in the accounting operations of super ma rket 
chains. In the pas t ten years, the gross mBrgins of super 
markets have gone from about 17i per cent to 18i per cent of 
sales, on an average . Operating expenses have also increased 
from a round 1.5 per cent to 16 per cent and net profit after 
taxes ha.s been tr i mmed down to r.~ round l t per cent to l l per 
cent of sales. 
The above-mentioned changes have taken place even 
though there bas been an i~crease in sales per store, ave r age 
sales. have become l ar ger , self-service has been adapted to 
more departments, and the sales per employee have increas ed 
markedly. 
Most of the changes have occurred during the post 
five ye a rs during which time super market expansion hes pro-
ceeded at a rapid pace. Heavy, non.recurring expenses such 
as occur with store openings have to be absorbed in current 
operating costs.* 
In view of the above-mentioned facts, it is easy 
to s e e that the control of expenses plays a very vital role 
in the financial directi on of super market chains. 
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B. Cl P. ssificetion of Expenses 
Primary classificA.tion of expenses should be accord .. 
ing to the operating divisions of the chain. These will 
usually include store, warehouse, transporlrltion, end buying 
and administrative expenses plus any other desirable clessi-
fications that might be advantageous.* 
The expenses incurred that are classified according 
to the operating divisions of the business with which they 
are identified may also be considered to fall into two other 
broad categories. For a certain division, some expense items 
can be controlled by the manager of that division and a.re 
considered as controll8ble expenses. Some cannot be control-
led by the manager of the division but are fixed charges 
handled by the central office; thus, to him they are non-
controllable expenses. 
As to the expenses of the operating divisions of 
the company, they can be classified as controllable or bon-
controllable in the following manner: 
Central Warehouse accounts. 
"Controllable 
*15, p,. 1026 
Heat 
Light, power, and water 
Postage 
Repairs 
Salaries and wages 
Office 
warehousing and shipping 
Shipping me 'terials 
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Stationery and supplies 
Sundry 
Telephone and tele graph 
Travel 
Noncontrollable 
Amortization of leasehold improvements 
Depreciation 
Donations 
Express, freight, and drayage 
Merchandise 
Supplies 
Insurance 
Rent 
Salaries and wages - managerial 
Taxes"* 
Retail unit accounts. 
"Controllable 
Bad debts 
Delivery expense 
Light, power, and water 
&at 
Postage 
Repairs 
Salaries and wages 
Stationery and supplies 
Sundry 
Telephone and telegraph 
Noncontrollable 
*'), p. 236 . 
iBl-9 1 p • 238-9 
Advertising 
Amortization of leasehold improvements 
Central office expense 
Depreciation 
Donations 
Insurance 
Rent 
Salarie s - manage ri al 
Taxes 
Travel 11 {H$o 
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C. Exoe ns€ Standards 
QUite often standnrds D.r>e se t up for the purpose 
of mea suring the ope rating efficiency of the v arious oper-
ating divisions. For measuring the efficiency of the cen-
tral warehous e , a ratio ca n be devised to show the cost of 
opera tion per tons handled, per dollor value of merchandise 
handled, per numb·er of vJri tten invoice lines, or per mlUlber 
of writ ten lines on orders both shipped and received. ~:- Ra-
tios can b e set up to me a sure the operating efficiency of 
the other ope r ating divisions of the c hain, us ing appropriate 
bases of appl ic8 tion. 
D. Prorating of Expense s 
Prorating of the central warehouse a nd trucking ex-
penses to the store s thGt are served can be accomplished on 
the basis of the value of the me r chandi se shipped, gross 
sales of the unit or a combina tion of one of these and a 
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mileage factor to compensate for diatances from the warehouse.*~~ 
Prora ting of other expenses incurred by the central 
office must be prorated to the stores on a basis consi s tent 
with the benefit rece ived by the various stores. Arbitrary 
sys tems of prorating can only serve to benefit some stores 
and penalize othe rs. 
*9, p. 237 
*'*9, p. 237 
E. Discussion ot' E11.J?enses and Theil" Accounting Trea trnent 
1. Payroll 
The obligation resulting from the continued service 
of employees is commonly termed p~yroll expense. The payroll 
accounts for one-half or more of totel expenses for the food 
"Payroll !-J CCounting for most concerns refers to a 
system of procedures and records by means of which it will be 
possible to determine, quickly and accur~tely, exactly how 
much e ch employee h.~ls earned; bow much should be deducted 
from the earnings for the vPrious payroll taxes; and to see 
to it that the balance is paid promptly to the worker. 11 -:l-* 
As in other phases of accounting, there is no sys-
tem that will meet all the individual needs of various com-
panies. That system which allows for accurate pAyroll records, 
efficiency in handling, security from fraud or theft, and 
promptness of payment to employees is the proper one for an 
organization to use. 
In addition to hqving a payroll system that will 
best fit the needs of the company, it is necessary for the 
employer and tho person in charge of payroll activities to 
be aware of laws pertaining to the payment of wages. Some 
of these laws include: 
a. "Federa.l income tax withholding at the source 
~a6, p .. 14 
**12, p. 203 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e . 
f. 
g. 
State and local income tax witl:"~olding at the 
source 
Federal old ~ge and survivors' insurance tax 
law 
Federal unemployment ta.x R C t 
state unemployment and disability benefit 
tax laws 
Federal wage and hour law 
Other federal laws and orders affecting wages 
and hours" -:.;. 
1. "state minimwn wage laws 
2. State labor rela tiona laws 
3. state anti-discrimination laws 4. state anti-injunction laws 
5. State arbitration laws 
6. State laws r egarding payment of wages 
7. state child labor laws 
These laws vary from state to state and should, 
therefore, be checked in the state in which a . pn rti~ular or-
ganization is doing business to insure th9t they are being 
complied with. "·:r* 
There are certain records that are necessary in 
the preparation of the p a yroll. Usually, th~y will consist 
of authorization to pay the employee, timekeeping records, 
and payroll pre para tlon recor ds .-lHHt-
The prepar8 tion records will usually include a pay-
roll calculation sheet which will sho~ hours worked , rate of 
pay, overtime, payroll deduc tiona and net pay rendered to 
the employee. Other records will be: individual earnings 
record, paycheck or employee 's receipt, and a statement of 
earnings and deductions . ·iHHH~ 
*-2, p. 670 
**2, p. 673 
iH.Ht2, p. 676 
****2, p. 687 
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The payroll sheet showing the gross earnings, de-
ductions, and net pay of each employee will usually comprise 
the payroll voucher. On its approval, the voucher serves as 
a basis for making the paychecks or for making up pay envel-
opes. 
The actual paying of employees is performed in a 
way that will best suit the needs of the employer. If it is 
possible to pay the employees in cash end not run the risk 
of theft or fraud on the part of employees or others it will 
seve a great deal of check writing and reconciling. It 
should be made certain, for the sake of internal check, that 
the same person making up the payroll does not make out the 
paychecks or pay out the cash. 
Employer's liability for payroll taxes is carried 
on the books as accounts payable. The withholding tax and 
social security deducted from employees' pay are also carried 
B S liabilities . 
Entries for the total payroll will include: debits 
to payroll end payroll taxes payable and wi thholding taxes 
payable. 
2. Depreciation 
Depreciation, when considered as a business ex-
pense, is a means of reflecting the total amoWlt of the cost 
of an asset that should be r.chargeable to c.urrent business 
opera tiona. 
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The biggest problem in relation to calculAting the 
depre ciation on any asset is the accurate forecasting of the 
useful life of the t.t.sset. Many fBctors enter into the pic-
tu~e which mAke ~n accurate forecast almost impossible . At 
a first glance it seems that past records of similar assets 
could be used to deter~ine the useful life of most assets . 
For some assets, perhaps, but for the majority it is notal-
ways so. Factors o ther than s.ging are brought to be ar. Pos-
sible obsolescence, increased use, and govern~ent regulations 
filso hq ve to be considered in determining depreciation rates. 
The Internal Revenue Service of the United Sta tea 
established depreci tlon rules to which firms must comply. 
The ir rules include limits to be used in setting depreciation 
rates. A limit is often stated a s the minimum period of time 
over which an as set may be depreciated . Faster deprecia tion 
than the IRS limit allows wi ll r e sult in trouble for any finn 
ao? r ehended . The rules Rre subject to much criticism on the 
part of business and industry. Aesocintions of machinery 
users have urged reconsiderat i on of the depreci a tion rules 
at va.rious times .~1- Occasionally, the IRS will issue new rules 
that they feel will make the depreciation lLnits more equi-
table.·» 
Assets can be depreciated on a unit basis .or on a 
group basis. A unit bqsis is used when the individual asset 
*19, pp. 28-9 
**20, p. 89 
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c qn be bou ht, so l d or scrapped by itself, its value changed 
through repair or r e co ndi tioning , its purc hase made at a dif -
ferent t i me than th~ other asse ts, or for any othe r r eason 
its ov.Jne:r may have for deprec i r ting it as one sinel e uni t. 
The group me thod may be employed when the assets are of such 
a simi l ar nAture that a blenke t r a te can be use d fo r the i r 
depr e ci a t ion. ·:<-
The as sets of super m~~rkt. t chains a r e gr e Ptly v 9.ried 
in nature . Mo s t chains will own as sets i n such cate gories 
as buildings , d is pl ays , refrigeration equi pment, trucks and 
loading e quipment, office equipme nt , meat cutting and w.rap-
ping machines , and bakery equipment . 
EquipMent r ecords, their de preci ated amount s , and 
undepreciated amo unts ( book values) may be kept as a F i xed 
Asse t s Ledge r , a Fixed Assets Sec tio n in the General Lerlge r 
or as a card system wi t h a controll ing Account ln th~ General 
Ledger . ~lw system will depend on the t ype and number of 
Assets and t he amount of time av P..ll . ble to keep up the system. 
Super market Asse ts Pe of such a nR ture tha. t many 
of them can b e deprecin ted in gro ups . Shelves , displ ays , re-
fri gerated display cases , check-out stands, and shippi r13 
cart s are all a sse t groups that can be depreciated as such. 
A unit basis should be used to depreci~te build i n gs , truck~ 
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ing and loading equipMent, cash registers and of flee mAch-
ines, meet cutting and b akery equipment and l arge refrigeration 
*3, PP• 66-8 
equipment . 
Records should be kept of such informe. tion as the 
ti e scription, s ize, s e rial numbePs , supplier, location of the 
equipment and original cost.~~ 
Depreciation of super market a ssets is usually car-
ried out on the straight line basis. Deprecia tion f or any 
Gccounting period, on this basis, can be assumed to be the 
purchase price of the a sset less its estim.~ted s crap or trade-
in value divided by the number of pe riods over which 1 ts V~'3e-
f u l life will extend . 
Other systems of calculating depreciation ratos are 
available. The service hours me thod .. the p1•oductive output 
me thod , the sum of the years• digits m~ thod or reducing frac -
ti o ns method, !:~nd others are often applied to manuf~ cturing 
equipment where the gge a nd condi tion of the me.chinery are 
directly connected with their productive capacity and cost of 
maintenance • .;H., The 1N"ri ter . can see no basis for the appl ica-
tion of thS~e method s to the equipment used in super market 
ope rations. 
The accounting treatment of depreciation is acc om-
plisred through de'!:i ts to depre ciation expense for the applic -
"lble amounts of depreciation and crerJi ts to the various asset 
accounts on which the depreciation charged l s based. 
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arehous nd Trucking Expenses 
One of the many advantages of a chain organiza-
tion is that of central buying . The t rm central buying a l so 
impl i e s quantity buying . When quantity buying is done the 
l arg purchases are shipped t o one point for dissemination 
. by the purchaser . 
The avai l ebil1 ty of warehousing space and trucking 
facilities will i nclu e heat , light , a nd power for the w re-
hous , insurance for the warehouse , inventory end truc king 
equipment , maintenance and fuel for the trucking equipment, 
and sal aries and wages. fo r the warehouse and trucking person-
nel . 
The total costs incurred in operating the ware-
hous i ng and trucking faci li t i es must be charged to the stores 
being served on an appropriate and equitabl e basis . A di -
cussion of the various s~ems r dis tribut ing the expense · 
is pre sented in section D of this c hapter . 
4. Store Expenses 
A l arge number of expenses are incurred in a super 
market chain that are direc tly attribut able to the operations 
of specific markets in the c hain. Even though the invo i ces 
and bil ls er paid through the central office disbursing func-
tion the expenses represented are considered as direct char-
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ge s to the store wherein the expense was incurred . These ex-
penses are numerous and fall into the following self- explanatory 
S l ar1e and wage~ 
Ma i ntenance an repairs 
Ji n1 tor 
Utili tie 
Heat . 
Tel phone 
Refrigeration 
Bad checks and ccounts 
Rent 
Insurance 
Advertising 
Suppl ies 
Displ y an de coration 
Tr anapor.A tion of oash 
Al l expens items are handled through the central 
office di sburs ing system . Debits are mad e to the vari ous ex-
penses invol ved and ~re i dentif i ed with the store incurring 
them . Credits are made t o cash. 
5. Gene ral , Administrative , and Office Expenses 
Many expenses are incurred by a super marke t chain 
that are a result of ben f it t o all the operating divisions 
of the chain. Such expenses are usually clas s ified a s gene -
ral xpenses . They m y include such things as advertising 
·ror the benefit of the chain in gene r 1, contributions and 
do nations on behal f of the cha i n and others . 
I n addi t ion to t he general expenses , there are the 
expenses of administration and of m intaining a cent ral 
office . Included in these cat go ries would be : 
Sal aries 
Buyers and sup~rvisor s 
Officers 
Office empl oyees 
Profession 1 services 
Office supplies and equipment 
Te l ~phone 11 ·telegraph, an post ge 
St tionery end printing 
Travel 
Gener 1 corpo r ate taxes 
All the above- mentioned expenses must be prorated 
to the individual stores on some acL t of equitable basis . 
Eac h s tore should bear 1 ts portion of the general end admini-
strative expenses of the chain e. s well as its own directl y 
incurred expens s . ·lt Pet, haps so e s stern based on gross sales 
could providG a soun basie fo r a l lo cAtion. The choic of a 
basis is ultimete l y l eft _. to the manage ent who ill b ble 
to determin what basi s woul be th oest for their part1c u· 
l R. z> enterprise . 
• Supreme rke ts , Inc. 
The system of accounting for exp nses mployed a.t 
Supreme Markets, Inc . is inten e to provi e adequate infor-
m tion for ~xpense i dentification and control es 1ell a ths 
truest ba sis possible or t c harging of expense to th 
various opera ting dlvision3 . TO a c complish this the exp~nses 
ere di~ide into c t gories or clvssltications . 
1 . Cl assification of Expenses 
For the purpose of achieving separation n i denti -
ficetion of expenses a syst m has been deviaed whereby 
4, pp . 115- 16 
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individual expenses incurred 8re classified according to the 
nature of their incurrence. When they are incurred by one 
of t he sto r es , t;he classific Ation is made and the full amount 
i s chFH' E;ed directly t o the s tore. When the expense item is 
not identif:i.ed with an individual store, i t is considered a 
gene ral expens e to be subsequently prora. t ed to the store s. 
The following i s an i llustration of . the syste~ of 
c l assifi c a t.:on Anr'l id entlf~.c atlon of expenses th8.t is use d 
by the accounting r]epS?.rtme nt a t Supreme . The sys tern uses 
le tte~ ~nd numeral n esign~tors for i dentifying amounts when 
they a. .re posted : 
PURCHAS.c.S - P 
P 2 Expressage 
P 3 Storage 
P 5 Inventory adjus~nent 
PAYROLL - PAY 
PAY l Outside labor 
PAY 2 ·.' Employees 
PAY 3 Buyers and superviso!'s 
P_A Y 4 Officers 
PAY 5 Social Sec uri ty taxes 
PAY ll Federal Unemployment taxes 
PAY 12 State Une~ployment taxes 
ADVERTISING - A 
A 1 
A 2 
A 3 
A 4. 
A 5 
E XPENSES 
E 1 
E 2 
E 3 
E 4 
E 5 
Miscellaneous 
Cooperative Ads 
Displays and Decorations 
Price tickets and signs 
Promotions 
- :g 
Miscellaneous store 
Periodic services 
Help wanted 
Office 
Vehicles 
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MAINTENANCE - M 
M 1 Miscellaneous 
M 2 Repairs Building 
M 3 Repairs Equipment 
SUPPLIES - S 
S 1 Miscellaneous 
S 2 Forms and Paper 
S 3 Janitor 
S 4 Laundry 
S 5 Marking 
S 6 Stapllng 
S 10 Manufacturing 
WRAPPING - W 
W 1 Miscellaneous 
w 2 Bass 
W 3 Bakery Boxes 
W 4 Cellophane 
W 5 Containers 
W 6 Labels 
W 7 Poly Bags 
UTILITIES - U 
U 1 Miscellaneous 
U 2 Heat 
U 3 Light and Power 
U 4 Refrigeration 
U 5 Telephone 
U 6 \~a. ter 
U 10 Manufacturing Fuel 
CASH- C 
C 1 Variations 
C 2 Bad Cr~cks and Accounts 
C 3 Bank Charges 
DEPRECIATION - D 
D 1 Fixtures 
D 2 Office Equipment 
D 3 Vehicles 
D 4 Alterations 
D 5 Alterations to Leased Property 
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GENERAL ... G 
G 1 Miscellaneous 
G 2 Inte l"est 
G 3 Professional Services 
G 4 Rent 
G 5 Contributions and Donations 
INSURANCE - I 
I 1 
I 2 
I 3 
~ ~ 
I 6 
Miscellaneous 
Fire 
Group 
Public Liability 
Vehicles 
workman's Compensation 
2. Description of Expenses and Their Handling 
a. Payroll 
The payroll is prepared on a payroll work sheet 
by each store's own office. Employees' individual time cards 
are used in the payroll preparAtion. Each compl eted payroll 
worksheet is submitted to the accounting office where it is 
used for voucher preparation. 
The payroll voucher ls prepared by machine. A sys ... 
tern of preparation is used that provides an earnings and de-
auctions slip for the emnloyee along with his paycheck and a 
new payroll work sheet for the next. week's payroll with the 
employees' names pre-printed in their proper places. 
For computing withholding tax a:nd Social SeCUT'ity 
tax, a combined table is used. At the end of the year the 
Social Security amount, as figured on gross pay, is deducted 
from the combined withholding amount leaving the withholding 
tax figure for the year. 
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Q~~rte rly reports ~nd payments of payroll taxes are 
made to the State and Fe deral Gove rnments. Withholding state-
ments printed on W-2 forms ~ re submitted to employees yearly. 
b. Depreciotion 
Supre~e Marke ts calculGtes their depreciation rates 
on a straight-line ba sis for all depreciable assets. 
All asse ts ar e c arried under the Gene ral Led ger 
~ccount, Plant ~nd Equi pment. Assets ere classified in the 
following manner: 
Building s 
Store Fixtures and Bquipment 
5-yesr fixtures 
10-year fixtures 
15-year fi xtures 
Office Equi pme nt 
Automotive Equipment 
All assets and groups of asse ts are s hown i n the 
l edge r at their purchase price wi th the allo wa nce fo r ~e -
preciation account shown tjirectly beneath. 
Assets t hat· can . ~e -_ deprecia t eg ··as . . groups are treated 
in the group depreciation manner. All others are t re a ted on 
a unit basis. 
c. Warehousing and Trucking 
Supreme t~arke t s , Inc. does not tt>eat t hei"P \-Ja.re-
housing and trucking operations As a se paPP. t e ope PF- ti ng di vi-
sion as do many chains. The expenses of warehousing and 
t r ucking are intersper sed wi th other general expenses that 
are periodically prornt ed among t he ino i vidual store s. 
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d . Store 
Store expenses a re cons i dered as those expenses 
incurred for the direct. benefit of certain stores i n the 
chin. Such expenses include: 
Payroll 
Advertising 
Store office 
Maintenance 
Repairs 
Suppl i es 
Wrapping materials 
Laundry se rvice 
Utilities 
Cash Hand l ing Charges 
Depre ciation 
Rent 
Insurance 
Telephone 
Staionery and Postage 
Store expenses can be the resul t of contrac tual 
arrangements by indivldual store managers or by the managers 
and buyers of the entire chain on behalf of the individual 
stor es . Identification of expenses di rectl y attributable 
to the individual stores is an important function in ccount-
ing for the expenses of a super market c hain. 
• General and Administrative Expense 
All expenses that ere not attributable to indivi-
dual stores are carried as xpenses of the c hain in general . 
In additiong the expenses of operating the central office , 
the buyers ' and supervisors ' sal aries and other administra-
tive expenses must in the analysis be charged against the 
stor e in the chain. 
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3. Prorating 
The prot:•e.ting of al l wa rehouse and trucking expenses 
and gene ral and admini s tra tiv expenses is done on t he basis 
of sales per indivi~ual store. 
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CHAPTER IX 
PUNCBED-CA D l'J.hTHODS 
A. Importance in Accountins 
In a business organi zation such as a super market 
chain the volume of accounting tra.nse ctions and clerical 
opere tiona is usually very grea t. Needless to say, the lar-
ger the chain, the grea tar v-ril l be the volume of sorting, 
summarizing, computing and recording. Many businesses, in-
eluding grocery chains, h9ve found that punched-card ccount-
ing systems can save them both time and ~oney 8S well a s pro -
vide greater ac curacy in their accounting functlons.* 
Quite often these machines ore called accounting 
m chines beca1,.1se the de ta a re usually summJJ.rize d for account-
lng use, however, they Bre actually electric or e l ectronic 
d 8. ta processing me chines ths t $3 re ad .gpted Ol"' programmed for 
the use of s ccounting data. ·:;-~~-
The majority of data processing mechipes in une to-
ay Rre mad e by three companies : IBM, Remington Rand, and 
:to yal NcBe@ . No doubt there are others avai l able which are 
not so well known. The fundamental units of most systems in-
cl ude ·: key punch, sorter, and tabula tor. 
B. Description of Co~ponents 
The basis of the machine opera tion is the 
punched-card. This is merely a uniform sized cA.rd into which 
*19, p. 11 
*12, p. 371 
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underlying source dAta is punched i n a prescribed ord e r in 
the form o.f holes.<if- After the recording of information by 
perfora tions, the c ards are sorted by the machine in accord-
ance with the information desired. The selected cards are 
then run through the tabulating m9chine which converts them 
to printed number information, to typewritten information, 
or to informAtion containing both typewritten and number in-
forma tion. ~H~ 
The key punch is a machine used to transcribe data 
onto the cards by means of an automatic punching mechanism. 
The datA goes onto the cards in a systematic manner ~ ccording 
to the nature of the data as adapted to the card. 
The sorting machine is used to sep . rate cards i n-
to various information categories. Through detection of the 
holE:l positions on the cards, the ma chine can sort them into 
the desired cat'3gories at the ra te of 300 cerds per minute. 
The punched-cards may be run through for the purpose of find-
ing all thE:l cards pertaining to a certain commodity in the 
inventory such as soaps. \rJhen all the c nrds htwe boon run 
through . the sorte~ and those pertaining to soaps have been 
sftparated , they can then be used to compile a comple te i n-
ventory list of all the soaps in stock. 
{n1, p. 620 
·:~·:H2, p. 371 
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The tabulating machine is often c~lled the 
translating mqchine. Tha punched -c ~ rds .a re placed in the 
tabula ting m.qchine and the lnforma.tion that is encoded in 
them by means of the p unched holes is printed in numerical or 
word form. As in the example of the ~oap inventory above, 
the data is compiled in a summary form. 
c. Uses 
A g.roat many us e s of the information c an be gained 
from the same punched card s by using them in various si tua-
t i ons. Some of the following records can be prepared: 
"1. Invoices 
2 . Detailed Sales Jour nal 
3. Accounting controls and entries 
4. Daily and periodic sales recapi tulla.tion 
5. Automatic production of duplicate o r summary 
CArds for ~ ccounts receivable records, cus-
t omer's statements, and credit analysis. 
6. Commission statements 
1. Analysis and statistics on classified sales 
and gross profits 
8. Calcul ation of tur nover 
9. Analysis of sale s returns and allowances, 
with reasons.* 
In acJdl tion to the above a ccounting i nformation, 
the punched-card installation is invaluable in. the operation 
of a pet•pe tual i11.ve n tory system such as might be in operation 
in a super mar ke t chain's system of merchandise control. 
-q,. Applic~ t lon to Accounting Proc~ dure s 
1. Accounts Payable 
A l arge volume of a ccounts payable can be handled 
with spee d and accuracy tt~ough the use of the punched-cerd 
o~n2, pp. 374-5 
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system. The system does away with the manual entering of 
vouchers payable on a voucher r~gi ster as well a s allowing 
rapid and accurate preparation of various s tunm~ries. 
To begin the cycle of accounting for accounts 
payable, the information fro m the underlying source records 
such as invoices and statements is punched into the cards. 
Two types of cards llre use d : the accounts paya ble card and 
the distribution ca.rd. 
Thr.ough the use of the cards, the invoice or vou-
cher numbers are listed for entry in an invoice register 
s howing gross amount, d iscount and ne t amount. The card s 
are arranged by the machine e.ccording to the due date. Each 
day the cards that ~ome due are run through the tabulator 
which prints out the information concerning the pa~~ents due 
and totals it. The summary can then be submitte d to the 
treasurer to as sure prompt pa.yment of the o bliga tiona and 
to avoid the los s of the discounts . 
Summary cards used in making out payment checks 
a.re used to list check s chronologlcally in a check r•egister. 
Card s can be run through l a ter to prepare accounting summaries 
of purchases, purchase returns and allowances, vendors, etc. 
according to the needs of the accounting and buying managers. 
Expense analyses can also be made through the same method.* 
"ltll, pp . 620-6 
2. Payroll Activities 
Time, effort 1 Rn.o expense ~.Pe re duced to a mi nimum 
when pnyroll activities a.ro handled through the punched-card 
method. Any ne sired de gPee of de tail ca n be l ncorporf\1 ted in-
to the payroll system. 
The m9thod or pro c edure for h~ ndling the payroll 
will de pend on the nee d s of the man<.)geme nt concer-n ing ~e ports 1 
re co rds and analyses. 
The pAyroll activities can be cR.r ried out through 
the u se of vario us c ards such as: 
a. Ma ~ ter p~yroll c rd 
b. Master deduction cerd 
c. Payroll summary cArd 
d. Deduction summary cnrd 
e. Wee kly t i me card* 
3. Inventory 
In a super m8rket chain one of the biggest pro-
blems is supplying the individual stores with the merchan-
dise they need -- when they need i. t. The punched-cerd 
accounting method provides a method of informing buyers of 
n eed s and of stock on hand, of the f as t e st moving and best 
profit-producing items, and of ordered stock in any category. 
It is also much e asier to keep accurate and legible records 
*2, pp. 701-2. For a complete description of an automated 
p ayroll system see pp. 702-5. 
of orders filled, prices and other relevant data. 
Through the pri nting feature of the data processing 
unit, it i s pos s ible to compile lists of merchandise a'rail-
able at the warehouse to be distributed es order books to the 
individual stores. 
Orders that are filled and shipped can be printed 
in a lphabetical order or in any other order that might suit 
the needs of the busine ss best. 
Through the punched-card system of inventory con-
trol and order filling, the margin of error is very diminutive; 
sometime s fi gured to be ~s low as .01 per cent.* 
Pertai ning to inventory control, punched-card 
methods will enabl e any chain to accomplish t o sks tha. t vmuld 
be i mpossible by hand method·s. "Filling orders is done with 
s peed and accuracy; elimina tion of extra hauls for nelivery, 
immediate informAtion to the distributor of what he will re-
ceive on his order, cut t ing of warehouse and delivery costs, 
and the elimination of the expense of mRny office workers are 
advantages provided . ~~~~-
E. Disadvantnges 
The only disadvantage of the punched-c~rd method 
is found to be with the smalle r enterprises. The sys tems 
sre very costly thus requiring constant use t ·:) offs et their' 
*19, pp. 11-20 
**19' pp. 27-8 
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h i gh cost. A small concern does not ordinarily hAve the 
large amount of work tha. t is nece ssary to keep an ins talla-
tion busy. Even t:bough ma..:1y advanta ges could ac crue to the 
small conc e rn, the wo r l{ saved by the system would not be 
sufficient to off-set the purche se or rental price. 
In some Rreas, punched-card systems install~tions 
are Hvaila.ble on a service bureau basis. This system allows 
s malle r companies a.n opportunity to use punched-card syste~s 
by bringing their work to the service bureau. ·* This could 
be an answer for some of the smaller c oncerns. Hot..Jeve r, one 
factor could make i t unprofi teble fo .r a small concern to use 
the installflti on end that fActor is distance. 
F. Supreme Markets, Inc. 
The managers at Supreme f ee l that the ir concern 
is in the above-mentioned category -- that of being too s r!'!:.ll 
to take full advantage of a punched-ca rd install~tion of 
their own Rt. the pr- ice thst \-IOuld be a s ked by the installer. 
Supreme n.arkets, Inc., having a.n enviable record 
of growth and still growing fa s t, will pe rhaps eventually 
be in a position where a. punche d-c t=.ro accounting install ~ tion 
l>Iill be a great he l p ~nd advantage as well a s a means of 
reducing office expe nses and increasing efficiency. 
~nq, PP• q-10 
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CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS 
A. The Accountant in the Super Market Chain 
The super market, as a distinct type of business, 
and the super market chain are increasing in both number and 
size, and authorities are predicting a continuance of the 
growth pattern.* 
The forerunner of the super market chain, the food 
chain, was successful because its central buying and distrib-
uting system made it possible to offer the merchandise at low-
er prices than those of the independent grocers. The lowe r 
prices attracted more trade which caused a faster turnove r of 
stock, thus allowing a smaller markup percent~ge . By provid-
ing fev! services to the customers the groc e ry chains managed 
to keep the expenses of operation at a minimum, in this way 
retaining satisfactory profits for the owners. 
Today, the trend is for super markets to offer many 
free services that the food chains did not offer, such as: 
free parking, check cashing, and others. Also, ngive-awa.ys" 
and promotional premiums a .. re becoming more popular. All these 
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things mean that the expenses of operation are becoming high-
er. The end result is one of two 11 evils " : higher prices to the 
consumer or a smaller margin of profit for the owners.** 
-~ ----
Where does the accountant fit into the p icture? 
A good accountant must be more than .1us t a "custodian of the 
books". He must be constantly on the alert for ways to trim 
operating costs. Of course, any changes in company policy 
are ultimately the decisions of the management, yet, recom-
mendations from the accounting department will not go unheeded. 
A cost trimming program can begin in the account-
ant's own dep~:~rtment. It is true that larger stores, la.rger 
numbers of stores in the chains, larger numbers of items hand-
led in new and broadened merchandise lines all mean more work 
for the accounting office. 
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In the fe.ce of the mounting work load and the nece ss-
i ty of 'kB aping the accounting department expenses at a minimum 
the ~ccountant must devise ways to: 
1. 'Reduce all clerical procedures to a minimum of 
time and effort. 
2. Maintain standards of accuracy through carefully 
devised systems of internal check. 
3. Advocate and encourage efficient work hAbits on 
part of subordina tes. 4. Be open-minded to suggestions for improvement. 
Sta ted briefly, he must be an gccountant, and effie-
iency expert, and a systems analyst all At the same time. 
Even though the accountant must consider efficiency 
and cost reduct ion as aims in themselves, he rnus t never loa e 
sight of the need for complete and accurate information ~ived 
from the accounting system. The accountant in the super market 
chain should make it a point to keep himself informed of current 
• 
developments in the field of Pccounting that might in some 
way help his depe.rtment to a ccomplish their work more effi c-
lent.ly. New developments in the field of accounting mr. cbine s, 
office equipment, and business forms can often help the ~cc­
ount~nt who is seeking better methods. 
The above-mentioned requisites certainly indicate 
that the accountant in the su?Br market chain is faced with 
tasks thF t are more complex than most people realize. It is 
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his challenge to work in conJunction with management in attempt-
ing to devise ways of a ccomplishing the difficult task of 
squeezing larger profits out -of smaller margins. 
B. Limitations 
Throughout the process of developing this thesis, 
it h as been the aim of the writer to present some of the 
various accounting methods and concepts that have found AC• 
ceptance in .the business world, and to show how they might 
be !lpplied to the operation of super ms:o rket chains. In 
addition to this, the accounting system of a small super mar-
ket chain was de scr•i bed . 
This presentation does not attempt to treat i n 
detail all the accounting principles and methods that might 
apply to the oporn tion of an entorprise so vast as a · chain 
of' super mfl- rkets, nor is it pretended that those that are 
treated here a re done so in a fle.wless presenta tion. An 
attempt was made to bring out some of the applicable theories 
and metr~ds, not to invent or devel op any new me thods of 
accounting. 
For more com~lete details pertaining to any of the 
principles ~nd method s presented, suggested, or allu~ed to 
in the text of the tbe sis, the reader is referred to the 
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